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2065 –40° to 85° C Ethernet & 
video

CompactFlash
& USB

Linux & QNX OS 
available

2060 –40° to 85° C Drives CRTs & 
fl at panels

CompactFlash 265 MB DRAM for 
large programs

2133 –40° to 85° C 17 digital I/O 
lines

Serial port used 
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Mobile
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40–60
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resolution

32 analog 
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over temp. 
range
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adapter
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formats

Supports 8–, 
16–, 32–bit 
data widths

Linux, Windows, 
QNX support

2065 PC/104 SBC
low cost/function

HE 104 power supply

2732 I/O card

 Typical Linux kit includes:
• Target CPU card
• Preloaded OS image on 256 MB 

industrial CompactFlash 
• 256 MB SO–DIMM module 
• Interface cables 
• Hard copy of manual 
• Mouse 
• CPU OS bootable CD 
• Optimized OS version
• Full driver support for 

on–board hardware 
• X–Windows support 
• Example applications and 

source code 
• Extra documentation

Our kits are the shortest path to 
a successful OS on an Octagon 
embedded computer.

• Pick your Octagon SBC
• Pick the OS you prefer: Linux, 

Windows, QNX

Octagon delivers a high 
performance, total solution.

Features XE–900 XE–800 XE–700

CPU Via Eden AMD Geode GXI STPC

Clock speed 400 MHz; 733 MHz; 1.0 GHz 300 MHz 133 MHz

BIOS General Software Phoenix Phoneix

DRAM support to 256 MB to 256 MB 32/64 MB

Compact/Flash Type I or II Type I or II Type I or II

COM 1 RS–232 RS–232/422/485 RS–232

COM 2 RS–232 RS–232/422/485 RS–232/422/485

COM 3 RS–232 NA RS–422/485

COM 4 RS–232 NA RS–232

COM 5 RS–232/422/485 NA NA

COM 6 RS–422/485/TTL NA NA

LPT1 0 0 1

EIDE 2 2 1

USB 2 6 2

CRT 1600 x 1200 1280 x 1024 1280 x 1024

Flat panel LVDS yes yes

Digital I/O 24–bit prog. 48–bit prog. 24–bit prog.

Ethernet 10/100 Base–T Dual 10/100 Base–T 10/100 Base–T

Expansion PC/104 & Plus PC/104 & Plus PC/104

Power 3.6A operating 1.6A max. 1.6A max

Temp. range –40° to 70/85° C –40° to 80° C –40° to 80/85° C

Shock/vibration 40/5g 40/5g 40/5g

EPIC™ XE–900 
1.0 GHz CPU 

XBLOKs offer the best compromise 
in cost and function for both PC/104 
and PC/104-Plus. Only 44% the size 
of a standard PC/104 card, you can 
add two functions to your system 
but increase the stack height by 
only one level.  –40° to 85° C. Heat 
diagram shows enhanced cooling. 

Designed for the XE-900, 
our conduction cooling system 
eliminates a fan even at 1.0 GHz.

X–SRAM–2 MB
• 2 MB high speed, SRAM
• Read and write at full bus speed
• Pointers to memory saved if CPU 

resets or loses power

X–DIO–48 bit programmable 
digital I/O
• 48 digital I/O, 5V compatible
• Source and sink 16 mA per output
• Direct connection to 

opto-module racks

X–COM–2 dual UART
• Up to 230.4 kBaud data rate
• Supports RS–232/422/485
• RS–485 fault protected to ±60V

X–LAN–1 Ethernet LAN
• 10/100 Base–T, Intel 82551ER
• Fully plug–n–play
• High performance, 

PCI bus interface

X–USB–4 quad USB 2.0
• Speeds up to 480 mbps
• Mix and match USB 1.1 and 2.0
• Current–limited ports can supply 

500 mA to external devices

XBLOKs offer the best compromise 

For a full listing of 
Octagon Systems 

products, visit us at 
www.octagonsystems.com

Designed for the 
our conduction cooling system 
eliminates a fan even at 1.0 GHz.

http://www.octagonsystems.com
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Now a part of GE Fanuc Embedded Systems

© 2006 GE Fanuc Embedded Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

GE Fanuc 
Embedded Systems

If you could build the perfect embedded products company, it 
might be something like the one we’ve created by combining the 
imagination, energy, and expertise of the people at GE Fanuc 
Embedded Systems, Condor Engineering and SBS Technologies. 

It would be a company with the experience, resources and 
courage to develop truly innovative products—which is a 
cornerstone of the General Electric Company. It would be a 
company with a wide range of available products—everything 
from avionics and industrial controls to networking, 
communications, and fully integrated systems—which is 

exactly what Condor Engineering, SBS Technologies, and GE 
Fanuc bring to the table.

By creating this new company, we’ve taken a giant step toward 
our vision of a different and better kind of embedded company. 
So we invite you to open your mind and let your imagination 
run wild. Because our goal is to be right there with you helping 
make your inspirations into realities.

www.gefanucembedded.com

Imagine what we can do 
for you now.
Our vision is to offer you the kind of products and services you’ve only dreamed of.

0706 RTC GEFanuc Brand Ad MECH.i1   1 6/30/06   3:21:42 PM

http://www.gefanuc.com/embedded
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guidelines, making Mil-Specs acceptable only by waiver.  COTS is generally defined for technol-
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veloped under government funding, c) offered for sale to the general market, d) still must meet the 
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ment philosophy and does not imply commercial, office environment or any other durability grade.   
E.g., rad-hard components designed and offered for sale to the general market are COTS if they were  
developed by the company and not under government funding.
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     Publisher’s

NotebookNotebook

Pete Yeatman, Publisher
COTS Journal

A 
few years ago when collecting data for our annual market 
survey, we talked to the people at Kennedy Space Center 
(KSC) about embedded computer products in the space 

industry. It’s amazing how much embedded computing equip-
ment is used in all sorts of support activities for the space indus-
try. That trip opened up an opportunity to watch a Space Shuttle 
launch, which we deferred for a later time. Subsequent to that 
decision the Columbia tragedy occurred and that put going to 
KSC for a launch on indefinite hold.

Last month the opportunity for the COTS Journal edito-
rial team to go to KSC for a shuttle launch re-emerged and we 
took it. I must confess that my attending had minimal benefit 
for COTS Journal or its readers, but it was great. Out of college 
I started out working for RCA Astro Electronics in New Jersey. 
There, I got to work on many civilian and military space/satel-
lite projects. One of the more memorable ones was the Apollo 
Color Camera that ended up on the Lunar Rover. That program 
provided me with trips to the Cape, but unfortunately I never 
organized a trip for an Apollo launch. Chalk that up to youthful 
stupidity. Later I got to work on the Viking Mars Lander, which 
gave me a chance to converse with the late Dr. Carl Sagan. Those 
were significant events in my life and at the time I was sure that 
we would be walking on Mars before the century was out. Boy, 
was I wrong.

When it comes to memorable, meaningful work experi-
ences, my trip earlier this month to see the launch of the Discov-
ery on mission STS-121 fits right in there with working on Apollo 
and Viking. Our trip wasn’t all play. We did get information on 
the next-generation vehicles that will replace the shuttle in 2010. 
There will be two basic launch vehicles: the Ares I, which will 
be the Crew Launch Vehicle and the Ares V, which will be the 
Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle—the “one (I)” and “five (V)” being 
an homage to the Saturn rockets of the Apollo program. NASA’s 
budget has been very tight since the Apollo era. Right now it’s 
around $4 billion, of which $1 billion were used for modifica-
tions to the shuttle since the Columbia accident.

Tight funds means making everything you have last as 
long as it can and serve as many purposes as possible. But there 
should still be opportunities for our industry. Unlike military 
programs that somehow manage to suck up funds like there is 
no end, space programs—mostly support activities—are eager 
for the kind of cost-effective solutions that our industry has the 
opportunity to provide.

All that brings me to a complaint I must offer to my coun-
try’s politicians. How can you sit in front of television cameras 
and bicker and complain about other politicians while “readjust-
ing” the military budget to meet yours or your group’s political 
ambitions at the expense of what the warfighters need to survive 
and to succeed? Just in case you don’t get it, both political parties 
are guilty.

Get ready. Our industry is about to go back to an economic 
atmosphere like that of the early to mid-nineties. Back then many 
of the major suppliers to the military were starting to wonder what 
happened to all the money they used to get to supply products. 
There were unlimited ways to get more money out of the budget 
while supplying less. One key way was to buy less from the outside 
and produce more inside the organization. “The times they are 
a-changin’.” As the funds faucet gets tighter, expect to hear the 
same whining and Chicken Little predictions that we heard last 
decade. Solutions that are more cost-effective—without sacrific-
ing mission requirements—will start to take away contracts from 
suppliers who thought they had a lock on programs.

The entire military industry is being affected by the gov-
ernment’s current undisclosed cash flow problem. And the gov-
ernment will continue playing a shell game with funds until the 
November elections are behind us (another complaint about 
politicians). Right now every politician is waiting for the other 
guy to flinch so they can make political hay, again at the expense 
of our warfighters. As soon as these elections are behind us, 
we’re going to start playing catch-up on deliveries and improve 
program schedules that have been pushed out. Politicians will 
then start to get ready for the next election, and that will be the 
catalyst for tightening the funds spigot and ending some waste.

All that said, this is the greatest country on earth and our 
people are the most altruistic people on the planet. I’m proud to 
be an American, and watching the Shuttle take off on July 4th 
made me reflect and cement those feelings. As a nation we may 
not always do everything exactly like we think we should, but 
we’re closer to doing what’s right than anyone else. I couldn’t 
imagine living anywhere else.  

Proud to Be an American
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Battle-proven, 
from the cold war 
to the war on terror.
For nearly 50 years, Behlman COTS and build-to-print
power products have performed in even the most

hostile environments on the ground, at sea and in
the air. Behlman meets Military requirements for

low-cost, fast-turnaround, ultra-reliable power
solutions, and offers proven expertise in

reverse engineering and modernizing
obsolete power supplies. 

We meet MIL-STD-461, 
MIL-STD-704, MIL-S-901,
MIL-STD-810 and other 

military specifications. For a free
consultation call 1 800 874-6727, 

or email sales@behlman.com.
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roassoc.com
North American Sales & Engineering Support
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Fax: (408) 744-1521
E-Mail:  sales@roassoc.com

RO Associates
246 Caspian Drive
Sunnyvale, CA  94088
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Exalt Windows based 
software can handle all the
above scenarios without
any additional program-
ming. It can monitor, record,
compare and with Exalt+
transmit to handle a variety
of test and simulation
needs. Multiple graphical
formats for viewing the data
ease analysis of the bus
and built in tools help 
identify communications
and data errors.

If your project requires custom software, our drivers will
simplify the task. All source codes for drivers are always
included and the service is an integral part of the product.

www.mil-1553.com

4000 Magic Plus Series

EXC-4000cPCI

M4K561

Last quarter there was a need for simulating seven MIL-STD-1553
Bus controllers on a VXI system. Next quarter they want to monitor
30 channels of Arinc-429 and two channels of Arinc-708 on a cPCI
system. Next year you’re looking at an integration project involving
MIL-STD-1553, Discretes and Arinc-429 but the platform hasn’t
been selected yet. How do you handle the learning curves and risks
associated with these different projects and still come up with with
reasonable costs and manageable risk?

Excalibur’s EXC-4000 series was developed for just such
needs. With baseboards available for PCI, cPCI, P104plus, VME 
and VXI moving from platform to platform is automatic. Software
drivers hide all the internal system differences and present a
common interface for all platforms.

Common modules snap into the baseboards to handle 
MIL-STD-1553/1760, Arinc-429, Arinc-708, CANbus, Discretes,
H009, RS422/485/232 with more in development. Up to four
modules fit onto a PCI/cPCI baseboard with up to eight modules 
on VME/VXI boards.

M4K708

M4KSerial2

M4KCAN6

EXC-4000PC104Plus

EXC-4000VME

M4K429RT5

EXCALIBUR SYSTEMS

www.mil-1553.com
Excalibur Systems Inc. •  311 Meacham Avenue •  Elmont, NY 11003 •  USA • 1-800-MIL-1553

Exalt Plus Screenshot
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The

Inside Track

Thales and PrismTech Ink 
Middleware Development 
Deal

Thales and PrismTech have 
forged a strategic alliance that 
will see PrismTech indepen-
dently develop and commercially 
exploit Thales’s Data Distribu-
tion Service (DDS) middleware 
technologies. Thales in turn en-
sures the future competitiveness 
of their mission-critical systems 
through PrismTech packaging, 
enhancing and supporting them 
in an off-the-shelf product line. 
This new DDS product line is 
being launched by PrismTech 
and will be marketed under 

PrismTech’s OpenSplice brand 
name.

For its part, Thales had been 
developing its own proprietary 
middleware solutions for mis-
sion-critical systems, but since 
the end of the 1990s, Thales has 
been following an open architec-
ture strategy and has been heav-
ily involved in the development 
of open standards. A significant 
part of this strategy was an active 
role in the standardization of the 
DDS specification at the Object 
Management Group (OMG) and 
the implementation of a DDS-
compliant product, SPLICE-
DDS, which leveraged more than 

fifteen years of publish-subscribe 
middleware deployment experi-
ence in Combat Management 
and Air Traffic Control Systems. 
Thales’ business alliance with 
PrismTech is seen by both com-
panies as a logical continuation 
of this strategy.

PrismTech 

Burlington, MA. 

(781) 270-1177. 

[www.prismtech.com]. 

Thales 

Toulon, France. 

(33) 4 98 16 34 00. 

[www.thalescomputers.com].

Boeing Selects Teledyne 
Controls for U.S. Navy  
P-8A AHMS Program

Boeing has selected Teledyne 
Controls for the development 
and supply of the Aircraft Health 
Monitoring System (AHMS) for 
the U.S. Navy P-8A Multi-Mis-
sion Maritime Aircraft (MMA). 
As the sole supplier, Teledyne 
will provide the hardware, 
software and engineering effort 
required to successfully support 
this multi-year program.

The AHMS solution offered 
by Teledyne Controls for the 
U.S. Navy MMA is an enhanced 
configuration of Teledyne’s stan-
dard commercial Digital Flight 
Data Acquisition Unit (DFDAU), 
which is already f lying on ap-
proximately half of the delivered 
Boeing 737NG aircraft serving 
the world airlines. Designed to 
collect and analyze f light data 
to monitor the condition of the 

deliver an engineering model of its master reference 
oscillator early this summer and qualification models 
in March 2007. Delivery of the first flight models is 
scheduled for August 2007.

Symmetricom 
San Jose, CA. 
(408) 433-0910. 
[www.symmetricom.com].

Symmetricom has announced that the  
company was chosen to supply its master 
reference oscillator for the Mobile User Objective 
System (MUOS) satellite led by Lockheed 
Martin for a U.S. Navy customer. MUOS is a 
next-generation narrowband tactical satellite 
communications system designed to significantly 
improve communications for U.S. forces on the 
move. Symmetricom’s ultra-stable frequency 
reference was selected based on the program’s 
cost, performance and schedule requirements. 

The MUOS program significantly improves 
communications for warfighters while maintaining 
backward compatibility to the existing 
communications systems for the U.S. Department 
of Defense. MUOS will replace the current 
narrowband tactical satellite communications 
system known as the Ultra High Frequency 
Follow-On (UFO) system. Lockheed Martin Space 
Systems in Sunnyvale, CA., is the prime contractor 
and systems integrator for the MUOS program. 
The Navy’s Program Executive Office for Space 
Systems, Chantilly, VA., and its Communications 
Satellite Program Office, San Diego, Calif., are 
responsible for the MUOS program. The first 
MUOS satellite is scheduled for on-orbit hand over 
to the Navy in 2010. Symmetricom is scheduled to 

Figure 1

Lockheed Martin is the prime for the U.S. Navy’s Mobile 
User Objective System (MUOS), a next-generation 
narrowband tactical satellite communications 
system designed to significantly improve ground  
communications for U.S. forces on the move. MUOS 
satellites will provide the warfighter with the latest mobile 
technology such as simultaneous voice, video and data.
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Lockheed Martin Selects Symmetricom’s Oscillator for MUOS 
Satellite Program

Figure 2

Based on the Boeing 737 BBJ, 
the P-8A Multi-Mission Maritime 
Aircraft (MMA) is a long-range anti-
submarine warfare, anti-surface 
warfare, intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance aircraft. It 
possesses an advanced mission 
system for maximum interoperability 
in battlespace.

http://www.cotsjournalonline.com/getconnected
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aircraft, the DFDAU provides 
Boeing aircraft operators with 
a standardized hardware and 
software solution that allows 
for proactive maintenance and 
enhanced operation. Its ACMS 
Software, which offers exten-
sive f lexibility, enables users to 
specify the parameters they need 
for data monitoring, mainte-
nance and operational efficiency, 
without the artificial constraints 
usually imposed by other soft-
ware systems. The user-friendly 
operation and growth capacity 
of the Teledyne DFDAU will be 
instrumental in serving the P-8A 
mission requirements well. 

Manufactured by Boeing and 
based on the Boeing 737 BBJ, the 
P-8A Multi-Mission Maritime 
Aircraft (MMA) is a long-range 
anti-submarine warfare, anti-
surface warfare, intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance 
aircraft. It possesses an advanced 
mission system for maximum 
interoperability in battlespace. 
Capable of broad-area, maritime 
and littoral operations, the P-8A 
MMA is expected to influence 
how the U.S. Navy’s maritime 
patrol and reconnaissance forces 
train, operate and deploy.

Teledyne Controls 

Los Angeles, CA. 

(310) 820-4616. 

[www.teledyne-controls.com].

Missile Defense Agency 
Awards Contract for Sili-
con-on-Diamond Work

Diamond Technologies, a 
supplier of wafer scale diamond 
and diamond products for 
solving thermal management 
challenges in high-performance 
applications, announces receipt 
of a $750,000 Phase II contract 
from the Missile Defense Agency 
(MDA) for GaN on silicon-on-
diamond (SOD) development. 
The project will result in the 
delivery of GaN on SOD devices 
suitable for radar transmit/re-

ceive modules, as well as a 
documented process for produc-
ing GaN on SOD substrates and 
initial reliability data.

This award follows the 
company’s work in Phase I of 
this important and timely MDA 
project, in which Sp3 delivered 
100 mm SOD wafers with a GaN 
top surface. The company also 
delivered extensive modeling 
that demonstrated the signifi-
cant performance advantages 
that are obtainable in a HEMT 
device built on a thermal layer of 
diamond. This modeling showed 
junction temperature drops 
of 80°K combined with a 37% 
increase in power.

Sp3 is supplying DOS wafers 
ranging in size from 50 mm 
to 300 mm for use in vari-
ous research and development 
projects. These wafers are being 
used for developments in active 
device thermal management, 
MEMS structures and sensor 
applications. With a thermal 
conductivity that is 10X better 
than silicon and 2-3X better than 
Silicon Carbide, diamond films 
will provide a path for integrated 
thermal management in many 
applications that are becoming 
performance-limited by thermal 
issues.

Sp3 Diamond Technologies 

Santa Clara, CA. 

(408) 492-0630. 

[www.Sp3inc.com].

Lockheed Martin Awards 
Data Recording Systems 
Contract to VMETRO

Lockheed Martin has 
awarded VMETRO a contract to 
supply Vortex Data Recording 
systems to support Lockheed 
Martin’s work with the Aegis 
Ballistic Missile Defense (Aegis 
BMD) Weapon System. The Data 
Recording systems are based on 
VMETRO’s Vortex VME Open 
Data Recording platform and 
include playback of the recorded 

data over 10 Gbit Ethernet. The 
Vortex system will be incorpo-
rated into Lockheed Martin’s in-
strumentation and test plan for 
the Aegis BMD Signal Processor 
(BSP). The Aegis BSP is in de-
velopment and will be installed 
in Aegis BMD ships beginning 
in 2010. It provides an advanced 
discrimination capability to 
defeat more complex ballistic 
missile threats. The Aegis BSP 
has performed flawlessly in ten 
“at-sea” test events over the last 
12 months.

VMETRO’s Applications 
Group will develop application-
specific software for the record 
and playback requirements. 
This initial contract is valued at 
approximately $600,000 with 
additional systems expected 
over the course of the multi-year 
program.  The Aegis Weapon 
System is the world’s premier 
naval surface defense system 
and is the foundation for Aegis 

BMD, the primary component 
of the sea-based element of the 
United States’ Ballistic Missile 
Defense System. The Aegis BMD 
Weapon System seamlessly inte-
grates the SPY-1 radar, the MK 
41 Vertical Launching System, 
the SM-3 missile and the weapon 
system’s command and control 
system. When integrated with 
the U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense 
System, the Aegis BMD Weapon 
System receives cues from and 
provides cueing information to 
other BMDS elements. The Aegis 
Weapon System is currently 
deployed on 80 ships around 
the globe with more than 25 ad-
ditional ships planned or under 
contract. 

VMETRO 

Houston, TX. 

(281) 584-0728. 

[www.vmetro.com].

Figure 3

A standard missile - 2 (SM-2) is launched from the Pearl Harbor-
based Aegis cruiser USS Lake Erie (CG 70) as part of a U.S. Navy 
missile defense demonstration. The demonstration, in cooperation 
with the Missile Defense Agency, was the first sea-based intercept of 
a ballistic missile in its terminal phase.
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The Defense Technical Information Cen-
ter (DTIC) was fielded with a daunting mission 
in mind: to sort and organize the DoD’s array of 
technology-related activities, laboratories and 
information resources. Its Web site is the center-
piece of that mission. The DTIC provides central-
ized operation of DoD services for the acquisition, 
storage, retrieval and dissemination of Scientific 
and Technical Information (STI) to support DoD 
research, development, engineering and stud-
ies programs. And now it offers a feature called 
DTIC Search. It lets visitors search for science and 
technology information across all DoD sectors and beyond. This includes 
many defense agencies, unified commands, the military services—Army, 
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps—and other elements of the defense and 
military establishments. It can also be configured to coordinate searches 
with your favorite search engine, such as Google or FirstGov, or even 
search only on “.mil” Web sites using those engines.

DTIC also hosts a variety of databases. 
Its Technical Report Database contains nearly 
two million reports in print and electronic form 
conveying the results of Defense-sponsored 
research, development, test and evaluation 
(RDT&E) efforts. DTIC has also acquired Li-
brary of Congress Federal Research Division 
records that cover a variety of foreign and do-
mestic subject areas. A Research Summaries 
Database contains descriptions of DoD research 
that provide information on technical content, 
responsible individuals and organizations, prin-

cipal investigators and funding sources at the work-unit level. And finally, 
DTIC’s Independent Research and Development (IR&D) Database has 
over 165,000 descriptions of R&D projects initiated by DoD contractors 
but not performed under contract.

Defense Technical Information Center, Fort Belvoir, VA.  
(800) 225-3842. [www.dtic.mil].

DTIC Search Engine Is a “Google” for Military Technical Info
COTS Websites www.dtic.mil

http://www.sbei.com
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Adapting Ethernet  
for the Battlespace

Commercially derived host offload and service performance protocols can be used to help 
adapt Gigabit Ethernet technology to the needs of military system design.

Steve Rood Goldman, Product Manager  
High Speed Networking, Data Device Corp.

The growing interest in Ethernet 
for military applications has been 
driven by this networking technol-

ogy’s commercial success. Such ubiquity 
has resulted in readily available COTS 
software and hardware with attractive 
cost and performance characteristics.

  However, commercial technol-
ogy does not always meet military  

constraints, which has limited the mili-
tary use of Ethernet to non-mission-criti-
cal applications. Fast Ethernet has already 
been deployed in several military systems, 
but designers want to take advantage of 
Gigabit Ethernet performance for critical 
functions such as sensor interfaces, dis-
play processing, digital map servers and 
data recorders. The transition to Gigabit 
Ethernet in the battlespace calls for de-
signers to closely examine network per-
formance requirements.

Quality of Service for the 
Battlespace

IP-based Ethernet networks provide 
best-effort service, which means that 
there are no inherent delay or throughput 
guarantees. But mission-critical func-
tions, such as delivering data to a sensor 
processor and then over to a glass cockpit 
display, require tight bounds on data la-
tency and jitter. Quality of service (QoS) 
refers to the performance of a network 
as perceived by the service user and is  
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Figure 1a

CPU loading imposed by Ethernet protocol processing: 
native port performance.

Figure 1b

CPU loading imposed by Ethernet protocol processing: 
offload port performance.
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determined by policies applied at various 
network elements. 

One method of ensuring perfor-
mance is to over-provision the network, 
increasing capacity well beyond average 
requirements. However, there are flaws 
with this approach. Line-rate through-
put does not guarantee delay, such as the 
case where real-time video or sensor data 
is waiting for a low-priority transfer by a 
file server. The bursty nature of network 
traffic also means that at some point, 
congested links will occur no matter how 
overbuilt the network.  

The use of Ethernet in commercial 
telecommunications and aircraft applica-
tions has lead to the development of QoS 
mechanisms that are adaptable to Ether-
net in the battlespace. These mechanisms 
share a common theme: guaranteeing 
service quality requires that traffic be dif-
ferentiated in some way. Protocols such as 
Integrated Services (IntServ) and ARINC-
664 manage individual flows through the 
network. Flow management protocols 
manage the traffic streams for individual 
application connections. IntServ uses 

source and destination IP addresses while 
ARINC-664 defines a data link-layer Vir-
tual Link (VL), which is a unidirectional 
connection between a single source and 
multiple destination nodes.  

Both protocols offer guaranteed delay 
service, which requires that all of the net-
work elements, end nodes, edge switches 
and core routers reserve resources for 
each flow. Maintaining fine-grained QoS 
seems well matched for military applica-
tions, but there are limitations. Manag-
ing numerous flows adds complexity to 
router designs and requires storing large 
volumes of network state information. 
For small, closed networks the level of 
complexity required to manage individ-
ual flows may be acceptable. 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
manages traffic at a higher level of granu-
larity, using a small number of priority 
classes. Class-based traffic management 
provides coarse differentiation, which is 
handled at the edge of the network. Edge 
nodes classify packets, mark them with 
an appropriate priority and pass them 
to routers within the network core. The 

core routers forward traffic based on the 
marked priority instead of by individual 
flows. This approach reduces manage-
ment complexity and is more easily scaled 
to large networks, but it allocates band-
width statistically and cannot guarantee 
delay bounds.

Redundancy Mechanisms 
Improve Service Performance

Network availability also impacts 
service performance. A variety of re-
dundancy mechanisms can be used to 
improve the availability of Ethernet IP 
networks. Most commonly, the Trans-
action Control Protocol (TCP) provides 
temporal redundancy by resending un-
acknowledged packets. Network routers 
use the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) as 
a means of re-establishing connectivity 
after a network outage. 

The STP protocol and its quicker re-
placement, Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol 
(RSTP), are not all that speedy, taking 
multiple seconds to converge. Critical ap-
plications cannot afford to lose seconds-
worth of data waiting for routers to find 

Figure 2

Data Device Corp.’s DDC ET-71000M2 Gigabit Ethernet TCP/IP Offload Engine PMC card.
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a new path through the network after a 
link failure. The Link Aggregation Con-
trol Protocol (LACP), a method of logi-
cally bonding Ethernet links into a single 
high-bandwidth trunk, provides graceful 
degradation and failover capability. But 
again, the LACP messaging mechanism 
takes seconds to reconfigure the affected 
switches.  

A more robust form of redundancy is 
implemented in the ARINC-664 networks 
used for critical functions on commercial 
aircraft. All traffic sent from a source 
node is duplicated and transmitted si-
multaneously over two paths. A sequence 
number is appended to the data packet, 
permitting receiving nodes to eliminate 
duplicates. Redundancy management is 
completely transparent to the application, 
which has no knowledge of packets being 
discarded. This form of redundancy is 
costly, since all network elements need to 
support double the number of links.

Loading Issues
Ethernet refers specifically to the 

physical and link layer operation of the 
network, but in practice, the definition 
has been extended to include the TCP/IP 
and UDP/IP protocols. These protocols 
enable inter-networking and provide flex-
ibility, the root of Ethernet’s popularity. 
These are complex protocols that manage 
fragmentation, reassembly, connection 
management, flow control and data re-
transmission. 

Data link, or media access control 
(MAC), processing on a military SBC is 
managed by the system controller or the 
onboard Ethernet controller. The higher-
level protocols, included as part of the 
system kernel, run on the processor along 
with the application program. At gigabit 
speeds, protocol processing can become 
a significant load on the processor, which 
can impair the performance of the mis-
sion function.

To demonstrate the severity of the 
CPU loading imposed by Ethernet proto-
col processing, measurements were made 
using two military SBCs configured with 
a 1 GHz 7455 CPU and a Marvell Discov-
ery II system controller. Both SBCs were 
loaded with the VxWorks 5.5 RTOS. The 
native, built-in Gigabit Ethernet ports on 

the SBCs were connected through a man-
aged switch for monitoring purposes. One 
SBC was used as the data transmitter and 
the other as the receiver. CPU loading was 
monitored as throughput was varied by 
adjusting message and data buffer sizes. 
In order to roughly simulate the behavior 
of an embedded system, a “mission func-
tion” was used to occupy as much of the 
CPU as possible by calculating the roots 
of polynomials.  

The receive SBC results using the na-
tive Gigabit Ethernet port show that the 
impact of the Kernel task remains nearly 
flat as throughput is increased (Figure 
1a). The NetTask, which includes the op-
eration of the TCP/IP protocol stack, in-
creases with throughput such that nearly 
the full capacity of the processor is used to 
receive data packets at speeds greater than 
50 Mbytes/s. When a TCP/IP Offload En-
gine (TOE) device is used to replace the 
native port, less than 10% of the proces-
sor’s capacity is used by the NetTask, leav-
ing most of its capacity available for the 
CPU Mission func-
tion (Figure 1b).

TCP/IP 
Offload Engine 
Implementations

TOE implemen-
tations vary. Some use 
dedicated processing 
resources based on 
hard-wired imple-
mentations, such as 
commercial ASICs or 
FPGAs, and others 
use commercial pro-
cessors. Tradeoffs to 
consider when com-
paring various imple-
mentation approaches 
include flexibility, 
application transpar-
ency, performance, 
life-cycle control and 
the ability to meet 
battlespace environ-
mental requirements.  

One example of a 
TOE is the DDC ET-
71000 Gigabit Ether-
net Network Access 

Controller (Figure 2). This mezzanine 
card, designed for rugged military appli-
cations, uses a processor-based TOE im-
plementation to provide full, transparent 
offload of the protocol stack. Compared 
to commercial Ethernet controllers, the 
processor supports extended temperature 
operation and provides the flexibility 
needed to incorporate enhanced QoS and 
redundancy protocols.

Military system designers cannot 
achieve satisfactory results by simply 
dropping in commercial Gigabit Ether-
net technology. Stringent performance 
bounds set military applications apart. 
Nevertheless, technology driven by com-
mercial needs, including host offload and 
service performance protocols, are a good 
starting point for a solution and should 
be adapted to military use.  

Data Device Corp.
Bohemia, NY
(631) 567-5600.
[www.ddc-web.com].
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Defense Platforms  
Get Ready for IPv4/v6

A shift from parallel buses to switched intra-platform network architectures is enabling the 
transformation to IPv6 in battlefield platforms. In VME systems, this has begun with the 
introduction of switched Gigabit Ethernet.

Nauman Arshad, Product Marketing Manager 
Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing

Networks based on the Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) are already common-
place in both commercial and mili-

tary enterprises where they help to enable 
seamless interoperability and communi-
cation among heterogeneous computers 
around the world. IP networks are rapidly 
finding their way into the core of many 
embedded defense platforms. No longer 
limited to the communications subsys-
tem within the platform, IP promises to 

extend beyond it to unify box-to-box, 
blade-to-blade and CPU-to-CPU intra-
platform networks.  

The DoD’s vision of network-centric 
warfare has shifted in emphasis beyond 
the effectiveness of an individual air, 
land or sea platform in the battlefield. 
That emphasis now includes the effec-
tiveness of the “platform network” and 
how it connects into the “network-of-net-
works” that transcends all platforms and 
seamlessly ties them back into the DoD 
enterprise.

Standards Shift From IPv4 to IPv6
The DoD’s ultimate goal of net-

work-centric warfare operations within 
the Global Information Grid (GIG) is to 
seamlessly connect its enterprise with 
heterogeneous platform resources in the 
battlefield by standardizing on IPv4 to-
day and on IPv6 in the near future. This 
enhanced connectivity, combined with 
convergence on a unified protocol, will 
increase the lethality, situational aware-
ness and knowledge superiority of de-
fense forces.  

The DoD has mandated the transi-
tion to IPv6 by purchasing networking 
equipment that is both IPv4- and IPv6-
capable, with the goal of achieving full 
IPv6 compliance by 2008. The transfor-
mation of the DoD enterprise to IPv6 will 
clearly have its challenges and change will 
not happen overnight. However, the tran-
sition has already begun. It is also evident 
that IPv4 and IPv6 networks will need to 
coexist for some time during this transi-
tion.

Aligning Key Embedded Building 
Blocks

Meanwhile, there is another half to 
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Figure 1

Key embedded building blocks in the multi-vendor ecosystem must become aligned 
for use in packet-switched, IPv4/v6-enabled network-centric applications.
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the equation: Are embedded platform 
networks in the battlefield also being 
transformed to support network-centric 
IPv4/IPv6 communications? Exploring 
their architectures, including the essential 
hardware and software building blocks, 
reveals indications that the transition to 
IPv4/v6 within embedded platform net-
works has already begun.  

There is a multi-vendor ecosystem of 
building blocks, the members of which 
need to become aligned in order to sup-
port smooth IPv4 and IPv6 operation 
in an embedded system (Figure 1). For 
example, application developers need to 
write network-centric IP-based appli-
cations. RTOS vendors need to provide 
an OS with an integrated dual IPv4/v6 
stack. Board vendors need to provide 
hardware with a board support package 
(BSP) and software drivers optimized for 
IPv4/IPv6-enabled hardware. In addi-
tion, backplane vendors need to provide 
standard and/or custom backplanes that 
enable systems integrators to build sub-
systems with switched architectures. 

Software and Hardware Evolves 
to Meet IP Network Needs 

The RTOSs used in embedded mili-
tary systems have evolved over the years 
from a simple kernel and scheduler to a 
more complete solution that includes 
TCP/IP networking stacks. Although IPv4 
integration within an RTOS has existed 
for several years, many RTOS vendors are 
now including dual IPv4/v6 stacks.

For example, for some time Wind 
River Systems has offered a separate IPv6 
protocol add-on for VxWorks. More re-
cently, a dual IPv4/v6 stack now ships 
standard with VxWorks releases versions 
6.0 and up. Wind River’s own tests of its 
dual IPv4/v6 stack on a PowerPC 8560 
reference board have shown near-line-
rate performance for both IPv4 and IPv6 
forwarding over various packet sizes. This 
test confirms that a huge performance 
hit does not result from forwarding IPv6 
packets (128-bit address size), compared 
to IPv4 packets (32-bit address size), on 
newer processors and protocol-optimized 
Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) controllers. 

Similarly, embedded Linux, which is 

gaining momentum in embedded mili-
tary/aerospace applications, has fully in-
tegrated IPv4/IPv6 capability. Other key 
RTOSs, such as Green Hills Software’s 
INTEGRITY and LynuxWorks’ LynxOS, 
also have direct or partnered IPv4/v6 so-
lutions.  

Many hardware vendors targeting 
the military have also begun to support 
dual-stack versions of IPv4/IPv6 via op-
timized drivers for specific RTOSs. In 
addition, an increased amount of Layer 3 
switch/router cards that allow wirespeed 
IPv4 and IPv6 forwarding have come to 
market.

For example, Curtiss-Wright Controls 
Embedded Computing provides a com-
plete set of 6U VME and 3U CompactPCI 
SBCs and multi-layer switches with dual 
IPv4 and IPv6 forwarding support, such 
as the 6U 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet VME-682 
FireBlade, a managed Layer 2/3 switch/
router (Figure 2).

Backplanes and the Formation 
of Network-Centric Platform 
Architectures

Efficient network-centric IP-based 
communications requires switched net-
work architectures. Consequently, sub-
system architectures have shifted recently 
from purely parallel bus-based architec-
tures to switched architectures. Some of 
the key reasons for this shift include the 
ability to implement peer-to-peer com-
munication, better overall performance, 
non-blocking operation and more flex-
ible network topologies. All of these are 
required to create an efficient transport 
infrastructure that can carry IP packets 
within the embedded platform network.

For example, many system integra-
tors are still developing or upgrading sub-
systems using VMEbus. To upgrade these 
legacy systems so they can support high-
performance switched networks that ef-
ficiently transport IPv4 and IPv6 packets, 
one cost-effective approach is introduc-
ing a multi-layer GbE switch (Figure 3).  

This approach can yield the maxi-
mum amount of reuse while transforming 
a legacy system into a high-performance 
switched solution. Common network to-
pologies, such as centralized star or dual-
star (redundant) network topologies, can 

Figure 2

Layer 3 switch/router cards that allow wirespeed IPv4 and IPv6 forwarding are becoming 
available. For example, Curtiss-Wright’s 6U 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet VME-682 FireBlade 
provides up to 24x 1 GbE ports and 2x 10 GbE ports of wirespeed IPv4/v6 performance in 
a single VME slot.
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be enabled by wiring up Ethernet ports 
from each processing blade in a chassis. 
This can be done by using a VITA 31.1 
standards-based approach or by simply 
inserting a VME64-compatible switch 
card and wiring up an application-spe-
cific backplane. 

The primary use for switched net-
works depends on the application. For 
moderate-performance applications, a 

standard switched GbE network can be 
used to transport control, management 
and data packets over TCP/IP (connec-
tion-oriented) or UDP/IP (connection-
less). TCP Offload Engines (TOEs), Re-
mote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) 
and kernel bypass techniques can be used 
to achieve better performance for higher-
performance applications. At the same 
time, the use of standards-based Internet 

protocols or a lightweight protocol can be 
used for either loosely coupled or tightly 
coupled blade-to-blade communications.  

Designers of other applications, 
such as radar and sonar processing, may 
find a combination of switched fabrics 
to be a better fit. The switched GbE net-
work can still be used for blade-to-blade 
control, management and the monitor-
ing plane within the box. A separate  
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Upgrading a legacy VME subsystem to a switched IP network (IPN) can be accomplished in several different ways, depending on performance 
needs. These include introducing a multi-layer Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) switch and using a TCP Offload Engine (TOE).
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high-performance fabric—such as Serial 
RapidIO (SRIO), PCI Express (PCIe), 
Advanced Switching Interconnect (ASI) 
or 10 GbE—can be used as the heavy data 
movement dataplane. 

VME64 connectors can handle the 
1.25 GHz signaling speeds of switched 
GbE in the backplane. However, they 
cannot handle the higher-frequency sig-
naling speeds required by the higher-per-
formance switched fabrics demanded in 
high-performance cluster computing. For 
example, PCIe and ASI serial switched 
fabric technologies require 2.5 GHz sig-
naling, while SRIO and 10 GbE XAUI 
require 3.125 GHz. None of these fabrics 
are suited for routing through VME64 
connectors. 

However, new design architectures 
will soon be possible with the next- 
generation VPX (VITA 46) standard, ex-
pected to be finalized later this year. In 
a VPX system, it will be possible to use 

switched GbE for transporting IPv4/v6 
packets to each blade for control, man-
agement and monitoring, along with a 
high-performance switched fabric for 
heavy blade-to-blade data movement. 

In all of these cases, any remaining 
switched GbE interfaces can be used to ad-
dress box-to-box internetworking. Boxes 
with GbE switches can be used to connect 
subsystems within a platform in a star, 
dual star, mesh or hybrid topology. Either 
1 GbE or aggregated multiples of 1 GbE—
or even 10 GbE, if supported—can be used 
as the box-to-box interconnect to create a 
system-wide intra-platform network. 

The Move to IPv6
This underlying shift from paral-

lel buses to switched intra-platform 
network architectures is one of the fun-
damental transformations required to 
enable efficient IPv4/v6 network-centric  
communications. The transformation 

has already started in VME systems with 
the introduction of switched GbE. It will 
continue to evolve with centralized and 
distributed switched architectures in up-
coming VPX systems.

The transformation to network-
ready IPv4/IPv6-enabled embedded 
systems within platforms has clearly be-
gun at the lower layers. These embedded 
building blocks include RTOSs that now 
come integrated with dual IPv4/v6 stacks, 
hardware with optimized network driv-
ers to complete protocol offload solutions 
and backplane solutions that can facili-
tate switched GbE networks today with a 
plan to support high-performance serial 
switched fabrics in the near future.  

Curtiss-Wright Controls  
Embedded Computing
Dayton, OH. 
(937) 252-5601. 
[www.cwcembedded.com].
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FPGAs and Configurable Computing

Few technology areas can claim as 
strong a synergy across the commer-
cial and defense marketplaces as soft-

ware defined radio. Military communica-
tion providers are reaping the benefits of 
that synergy. Software defined radio (SDR) 
is defined as a “collection of hardware and 
software technologies that enable recon-
figurable system architectures for wireless 
networks and user terminals.” SDR pro-
vides an efficient and comparatively inex-
pensive solution to the problem of building 
multi-mode, multi-band, multi-functional 
wireless devices that can be enhanced us-
ing software upgrades.

Military and defense communications 
providers can benefit from SDR systems 
that allow a platform’s functions, modes 
and applications to be configured and re-
configured by software alone. SDR enables 
the use of one hardware platform for mul-
tiple applications. This allows system de-
velopers to spread their investment across 
multiple programs, thereby reducing proj-
ect costs and mitigating technology risks 
by building foundational knowledge.

SDRs also allow the reuse of waveform 
code from platform to platform, which re-

quires a software infrastructure supporting 
code portability. An example of this is the 
DoD’s Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) 
program (Figure 1) that mandates future ra-
dios become interoperable, that is, support 

the different waveforms of its armed forces.
SDR technology eases the porting of 

applications to future hardware. This is 
important in the defense sector where ap-
plications can be deployed for a long period 
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Ease Military Comms Challenges
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The steady advance of Software Defined Radio technologies has enabled a wealth of ready-made 
platforms suited for next-gen military communications programs such as JTRS.

Nick Garnett, Field Applications Engineer
Spectrum Signal Processing

Figure 1

SDRs allow the reuse of waveform code from platform to platform, which requires a software 
infrastructure supporting code portability. This is important for the DoD’s Joint Tactical Radio 
System program, which mandates future radios become interoperable, that is, support the 
different waveforms of its armed forces. The prototype shown here of a JTRS Custer 5 radio 
represents one of several radio sets or form-factors that could be called for under the JTRS 
program. In a recent reorganization of the JTRS program, Cluster 5 radios were renamed 
Handheld/Manpack/Small Form Fit (HMS) radios.
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of time, which may extend beyond the life-
time of the hardware. These types of appli-
cations can include communication gate-
ways, ground terminals for the Common 
Data Link (CDL) system and JTRS radios.

Programmable Hardware 
Infrastructure

Selecting the type of processing tech-
nology will be based on the requirements 
of an application and can include applica-

tion-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), 
digital signal processors (DSPs), gen-
eral-purpose processors (GPPs) and/or 
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). 
Military communications applications are 
increasingly required to fill multiple roles 
and support multiple modes of operation, 
usually dynamically and often simultane-
ously. As such, fixed function hardware 
components, such as ASICs, are efficient 
in traditional single-purpose applications 

but have limited use in SDRs. SDRs more 
frequently use reconfigurable components, 
such as DSPs, GPPs and FGPAs. Advances 
in FPGAs in particular, with its increased 
device capacity and speed, along with en-
hanced digital signal processor architec-
tural enhancements, have contributed to 
the development of SDR technology.

Heterogeneous Processing
Platforms that combine the processing 

technologies of FPGAs, GPPs and DSPs are 
sometimes referred to as heterogeneous pro-
cessing. The use of heterogeneous processing 
platforms offers a greater degree of flexibility to 
handle multiple missions and multiple roles.

A number of critical factors should be 
considered when designing the hardware 
and software infrastructure that employs 
heterogeneous computing boards. Typi-
cal computer buses, such as PCI, dramati-
cally limit the ability to feed data to and 
consume data from processing devices, 
especially when the bus is shared. Design-
ing dedicated high-speed point-to-point 
data links that provide deterministic low-
latency data flow can solve this problem. 
Switched fabric protocols, such as Serial 
RapidIO, are ideal for implementing inter-
processor and inter-board interconnects.

Developing consistent and effective in-
terfaces between various processing devices 
and to elements external to the processing 

Figure 2

Embedded computing platforms are 
available that provide necessary SDR 
hardware and software infrastructure. An 
example is Spectrum Signal Processing’s 
flexComm SDR-4000. The SDR-
4000 includes two major component-
level products: the PRO-4600 SDR 
heterogeneous processing engine and 
the XMC-3321 dual transceiver input/
output XMC mezzanine card. 
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is difficult. For example, loading FPGA 
cores requires specialized interfaces, how-
ever, contemporary operating systems and 
typical board support packages do not pro-
vide adequate provision for using FPGAs or 
DSPs. An integrated board and system-level 
software infrastructure are required to re-
solve these issues. 

Partially Reconfigurable 
Processing Resources

Some SDRs may utilize a “shared re-
source” processing model where wave-
form components from two independent 
waveforms run on a single signal process-
ing device. This is done to maximize the 
processing capacity of the overall system 
(the cumulative excess processing capac-
ity may be enough to support additional 
channels). For these systems, processing 
resources must be capable of being par-
tially reconfigurable.

In partial reconfiguration, already al-
located processing resources must continue 
operating while other resources are allo-
cated, loaded and started. GPPs are partially 
reconfigurable by nature of their operating 
system, while DSPs are only partially re-
configurable if an operating environment 
is provided that accommodates this func-
tionality.  However, the capability to sup-
port partial reconfiguration in FPGAs is 
relatively new and is not widely offered yet.

Previous generations of FPGAs re-
quire the entire contents of the FPGA to 
be reloaded in order to change any part of 
the core. Partially reconfigurable FPGAs 
are designed to allow implementation of 
FPGA modules that can be independently 
loaded and unloaded while other modules 
continue to operate. This requires mecha-
nisms to not only retain the operating 
modules, but also the logic that intercon-
nects modules that continue to operate.

Many of the applications that need to 
run on an SDR require very high through-
put, deterministic low-latency operation 
and connections between processing de-
vices. Switched fabric technologies, such as 
Serial RapidIO, provide these capabilities, 
however, supporting one type of fabric pro-
tocol may not be sufficient. Existing sys-
tem components may support one or more 
fabrics other than a board’s fixed fabric 
interface. Implementing fabric interfaces 
in FPGAs allows the fabric protocols to be 

reconfigured by simply loading a core that 
supports the needed fabric protocol stack.

Software Infrastructure: 
Operating Environment

The foundation of an SDR is the sys-
tem’s Operating Environment (OE). The 
OE is much more than just an operating 
system and requires more integrated func-
tionality than provided by most board sup-
port packages. The OE provides application 
program interfaces (APIs) for operating 
system call access, loading and linking soft-
ware components, configuring and operat-
ing hardware and software and setting up 
and operating multi-segment data links.

In some programs, such as JTRS, 
the operating environment provides 
middleware and additional libraries that 
applications must use to be isolated from 
system calls that are unique to particular 
operating systems. One key component 
inside the JTRS program is the use of the 
open-standards Software Communications 
Architecture (SCA).

One of the challenges in systems with 
heterogeneous processing components is get-
ting the different types of processing devices 
to interface with each other, whether they are 
on a single board or different boards. To be 
effective, an OE must provide a mechanism 
for abstracting connections and hiding the 

underlying mechanism from the applications 
developer. This is done by providing an iden-
tifier or name for data destinations along with 
protocols for routing data from the source to 
the identified destination.

In TCP/IP connectivity, Internet ad-
dresses, domain names, packet protocols, 
socket-based APIs and network routing 
protocols fill these roles. An effective OE 
implements each of these abstractions. Each 
processing element is assigned an identifier 
that is unique within the system. For sys-
tems with a small number of possible hops 
between source and destination processing 
element, links are most efficiently imple-
mented using a packet header that provides 
the unique identifiers for the source, destina-
tion and all intermediate interfaces. 

Domain Management and Profile
For SDRs that need to support code 

portability, human-readable and editable 
files are required to provide descriptive and 
configuration data for all hardware and soft-
ware components in the system. These files, 
collectively known as the domain profile, 
are read and parsed by a domain manager 
software component. The domain manager 
uses the profile data to allocate hardware 
and software resources for given applica-
tions, configure all hardware and software 
components and support maintenance of 
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This block diagram of the SDR-4000 depicts the data flow between the processing engine 
and the transceiver. The two boards in combination provide two Virtex-4 FPGAs, a TI C6416 
DSP and a Freescale MPC8541E PowerQUICC III GPP. High-speed dedicated point-to-point 
data links are provided between the two boards. Processing elements on the host card are 
interconnected for data via an FPGA-based crossbar that provides high-speed point-to-point 
data links to the processing elements on the board, to the XMC interface and to the backplane.
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the dynamic status of the entire system.
Component-based software in an SDR 

can ease application development and im-
prove code portability. Component-based 
software is composed of operationally re-
lated functions that are linked into a single 
load module, which can be loaded inde-
pendently of other load modules and can 
communicate with other software compo-
nents via middleware or operating system 
component communication mechanisms.

The earlier discussion on a shared 
resource processing model and partial re-
configuration has impact on the software 
infrastructure as well as the hardware 
infrastructure. The OE for a system that 
supports partial reconfiguration in a het-
erogeneous computing board must pro-
vide services to load and unload FPGA 
modules to specific groups of FPGA logic 
cells, consistent with the FPGA’s partial 
reconfiguration mechanism.

Real-World Example
Software defined radio is becoming 

a reality in today’s military and defense 
applications. An example of a software 

defined radio platform with the necessary 
SDR hardware and software infrastructure 
is Spectrum Signal Processing’s flexComm 
SDR-4000 (Figure 2). The SDR-4000 in-
cludes two major component-level prod-
ucts: the PRO-4600 SDR heterogeneous 
processing engine and the XMC-3321 dual 
transceiver input/output XMC mezzanine 
card. Figure 3 is a block diagram of the 
SDR-4000 depicting the data flow between 
the processing engine and the transceiver.

The two boards in combination pro-
vide two Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGAs, a Texas 
Instrument C6416 DSP and a Freescale 
MPC8541E PowerQUICC III GPP. The 
boards also provide high-speed dedicated 
point-to-point data links between the 
two boards. Processing elements on the 
host card are interconnected for data via 
an FPGA-based crossbar that provides 
high-speed point-to-point data links to 
the processing elements on the board, to 
the XMC interface and to the backplane.

The SDR-4000 uses Spectrum’s quic-
Comm, a high-performance hardware ab-
straction layer and software library, for its 
operating environment. The quicComm 

library facilitates the implementation of 
complex signal processing and data acqui-
sition applications by abstracting low-level 
details, allowing the programmer to focus 
on their signal processing application. The 
quicComm library includes support for 
high-performance inter-processor commu-
nications hardware and other board-level 
features such as interrupt handling. The API 
is designed to be simple and user friendly, 
isolating the programmer from the com-
plexities of the hardware while maintaining 
near-hardware-level performance. 

Software defined radios have the ca-
pabilities to meet the multi-role, multi-
mode and multi-function requirements 
of military communications applications 
and requires the right hardware and soft-
ware infrastructure to realize the benefits 
of this advanced technology.  

Spectrum Signal Processing
Burnaby, B.C., Canada.
(604) 421-5422.
[www.spectrumsignal.com].
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Signal processing systems today use 
FPGA-based processors to perform 
processing at higher densities than 

is possible with general-purpose proces-
sors. The use of the same tools and tech-
niques supports a scalable and flexible 
approach to building signal processing 
systems.

Leveraging off-the-shelf hardware 
and software, along with tailoring 
when necessary through FPGA-based 
processing, allows the use of indus-
try standard components, enclosures, 
backplanes, I/O modules and RAID 
disk arrays. This makes it possible to 
develop very high-performance signal 
processing systems with application-
specific tailoring where necessary while 
reusing existing hardware, software 
and FPGA components for the majority 
of the system.

By connecting multiple FPGAs on 
a board or across boards over the back-
plane, military system developers can 
craft extremely powerful processing ma-
chines for applications such as image pro-
cessing and advanced radar processing. 
An example is the next-generation radar 
system being developed for the E-2D Ad-
vanced Hawkeye (Figure 1).

General-Purpose Processors 
Found Lacking

The biggest drawback with gen-
eral-purpose processors (GPPs) is the 
imbalance between I/O and process-
ing. There is only one path to and from 
main memory. The processor can per-
form complex calculations faster than 
it can fetch operands or store results. 
Thus, many algorithms are I/O bound, 
limited by the access speed rather than 
the calculation times.

Advanced processors with on-chip 
caches can do better, but only if the next 
operand is already in the cache. Often it 
is not, so the operation stalls while it is 
fetched. These processors work best on 
problems that have a high ratio of pro-

cessing steps to I/O points, like long 
FFTs. General-purpose processors such 
as the Altivec aren’t a good solution for a 
FIR filter, since each input point is used 
in just a few calculations. The processor 
spends most of its time waiting for the 
memory interface.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs) can provide more efficient so-
lutions to embedded signal processing 
problems. FPGAs are very fast, and very 
flexible, and are available at an interme-
diate cost. FPGA solutions are designed at 
the gate level, but using a programming 
language such at VHDL or Verilog makes 
accessing their power easier than when 
a wire wrap gun was used 20 years ago. 
FPGAs don’t have a single “CPU” like a 
microprocessor does; the designer can 
use the chip’s resources to build whatever 
architecture is appropriate for the prob-
lem at hand. FPGAs have a much better 
balance between processing power and 
I/O capability.

Many Processing Chains
If, for the sake of application ef-

ficiency, it makes sense to have a large 
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number of simple processing chains 
running in parallel, that can be eas-
ily implemented. An FPGA can do FIR 
filtering much more efficiently than a 
general-purpose microprocessor by im-
plementing a large number of filters that 
operate in parallel. Alternately, if the 

problem demands more complex pro-
cessing, those calculations can be done 
in fixed point, which saves time and re-
sources in the FPGA. Also, the designer 
is not limited to a fixed word size. The 
architecture can be tailored to the prob-
lem at hand.

The “field programmable” part of 
FPGAs means that a standard hardware 
design can perform a variety of functions 
in the fielded product, since the function-
ality is determined by the bit stream that 
is loaded at power-up time. The hardware 
functionality is completely determined 

Advanced Hawkeye Configuration

ECS
· More Cooling Capacity
· Better Distribution
· Radar Pressurization Cooling System (RPCS)
· PAO-Based Liquid Coolant

Communication
· AN/ARC-210 (SATCOM)
  and HF 121C

Radar System
· New ESA Antenna
· SiC High Power Transmitter
· Space-Time Adaptive Processor
· Digital Receivers
· ADS-18/RCA with Co/aligned IIFF

Tactical Cockpit
· 4th Operator
· 17-inch Displays
· CNS/ATM
  Compliance
· New Seats

Propulsion System
· PSCMMS
· T56-A-427A Engines
· Emergency Power Rating to Increase SEROC
· Modified Engine Reduction Gear Box

Electrical System
· New Generator
· Significant Growth Capability
· New GEN HX

High Strength Structure
· Higher CV Landing Weight
· Room for In-Service Weight Growth

New Workstations
· 21-inch Displays
· Open Architecture and
  Computing Environment

Figure 1

The next-generation E-2D Advanced Hawkeye aircraft will be the U.S. Navy’s next-generation airborne early warning and battle management 
system. The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye will be the latest version of the Hawkeye family of aircraft and will feature a new radar system along 
with other advanced capabilities, relying on FPGA-based protocol engines to support application-specific processing in real time during 
record and playback.
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by the software that is loaded 
onto it. This flexibility comes at 
a price: designing and debugging 
complex FPGA designs can be 
difficult.

The designer is working at a 
lower level than with a general-
purpose processor, which adds a 
layer of complexity to the design 
and checkout work. Fortunately 
simulators are much more pow-
erful today than in the past, and 
many problems can be discovered 
before actually programming a 
chip. And with FPGAs, fixing an 
error is done in software; we don’t 
have to throw away any defective 
hardware.

FPGA Implementation
It’s not enough to glue an 

FPGA to a board to have an ef-
ficient system. To get the full 
benefit of FPGA technology, 

Figure 2

The FPGAs on the Callisto switch card can be 
programmed to handle processing tasks more 
efficiently than general-purpose processors.

Figure 3

Using the Virtex-II Pro FPGA, a complete data recording system is now available as a 
system-on-a-chip (SoC).
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high-speed interconnects are required 
between individual FPGAs, auxiliary 
RAM, and a complete I/O system. For 
example, the Callisto FPGA process-
ing board designed by QineitQ RTES in 
the UK includes five Xilinx XC2VP20 
or XC2VP50 Virtex-II Pro FPGAs (Fig-
ure 2). Each FPGA has a 128 Mbytes of 
DDR SDRAM associated with it, con-
figured as 16 bits by 64 Mwords. The 
DDR RAM provides buffer storage for 
applications like SAR corner turns.

The five FPGAs on the board are 
connected with a 2x 64-bit-wide par-
allel bus that can support full duplex 
data rates above 1.5 Gbytes/s. Next, the 
FPGAs are connected to 4x serial con-
nections over the VXS backplane that 
run at 3.125 Gbits/s each. Each FPGA 
has three or four 4x connections, for 
a maximum of sixteen for the entire 
board. The board also includes twelve 
Small Form Pluggable (SFP) connec-
tions on the front panel, for fiber or 
copper serial connections that run at 
2.5 Gbits/s.

Callisto fits in the “switch” slot in 
a VXS backplane, and has an enormous 
amount of backplane I/O available to 
it—approximately 20 Gbytes/s total. 
The front panel connections provide 
another 3 Gbytes/s. The Virtex-II Pro 
FPGAs could be programmed with 
switching cores and act as a traditional 
switch. But a more innovative use of 
the board is to program the FPGAs as 
processing nodes, and use the I/O lines 
to bring input data to the system from 
“payload” cards.

An even more interesting use con-
nects multiple boards to each other over 
the backplane. An interconnect scheme 
can be designed that connects the FPGAs 
on several boards into a mesh architec-
ture. This would result in the ability to 
build an enormously powerful process-
ing machine for applications such as im-
age processing. 

The Virtex-II Pro FPGA includes a 
general-purpose processor (PowerPC) 
core along with the array of logic gates. 
This allows the designer to use the 
PowerPC for tasks that it is well suited 
for, while still having all the advan-
tages of the gate array. For instance, 

this functionality could be used to im-
plement a complete Fibre Channel data 
recorder function on the board with no 
additional hardware. This would al-
low a simple data recorder function to 
be added to a system without having to 
use dedicated disk controller hardware 
(Figure 3).  

TEK Microsystems
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–40 to +85°C

HiDAN™ and HiDANplus™ — HighRel Intelligent Data Acquisition Node
HiDAN is a rugged, watertight enclosure for a stack of PC/104 modules
HiDANplus combines the modularity of IDAN with the environmental ruggedness of HiDAN
Integrated tongue and groove O-ring for environmental sealing and EMI suppression
Structural heat sinks and heat pipes
Optional cooling fins
Milled aluminum frames
Stackable signal raceway
MIL I/O connectors
Optional MIL-SPEC paint
Shock-mounts optional
–40 to +85 ⁰C

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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System Development
Graphics Boards in Simulation

The link between graphics in military 
simulation applications and com-
mercial/consumer gaming technol-

ogies and applications goes back many de-
cades. The most significant breakthrough 
in that relationship occurred with the 
advent of power PC graphics technolo-
gies powerful enough to serve the needs 
of military simulation applications.

In the late 1990s, the U.S. Army 
PEO STRI (Program Executive Office 
for Simulation, Training and Instru-
mentation) began to evaluate Win-
dows-based PCs as a possible replace-
ment for SIMNET’s aging hardware, 
compelled by the increasing capability 
of PC graphics hardware and the grow-
ing availability of commercially avail-
able IGs (Image Generators). Equally 
compelling was that repair of the GT-
111 hardware at the heart of SIMNET 
was becoming close to impossible, with 
individual boards costing over $4,000 
to fix. (See sidebar “Gaming and Mili-
tary Simulation Share a Long History 
Together” for more information about 

the earlier bonds shared between the 
entertainment gaming industry and the 
military simulation realm.)

At around that time, the nVidia 
RIVA 128 graphics card featured 3.5 
million transistors, a clock speed of 100 

MHz, a single pixel pipeline and the abil-
ity to deliver 100 million texels. A texel, or 
texture element, is the fundamental unit 
of texture space used in computer graph-
ics. Textures are represented by arrays of 
texels, just as pictures are represented by 
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Military Simulation Rides Wave 
of Gaming Graphics Innovations

Gaming graphics and military simulation enjoy a long history with each other. New PC graphics 
processors are enabling more realism and performance.

Simon Collins, Graphics Product Manager
Radstone Embedded Computing

Figure 1

Developed by Radstone subsidiary Octec, the SIVET provides operator training for the Royal 
Navy’s Type 23 Frigate Automated Small Calibre Gun System. Shown here, the Type 23 
Frigate HMS Richmond provides naval gunfire support for Commando forces ashore.

http://www.cotsjournalonline.com/getconnected
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arrays of pixels) per second. The nVidia 
GeForce, by comparison, has 302 million 
transistors, a clock speed of 400 MHz, 
twenty pixel pipelines and is capable of 
8,000 MTexels/s (Table 1). The PEO STRI 
was highly prescient in its analysis of the 
opportunity for continuing systems en-
hancement at lower cost; it seems as if a 
new graphics card from ATI or nVidia is 
announced every couple of months.

The nVidia GeForce graphics pro-
cessor is used in the SIVET (Simulated 
Infrared/Visible Engagements with Tar-
gets), which provides operator train-
ing for the Royal Navy’s Type 23 Frig-
ate (Figure 1) Automated Small Calibre 
Gun System to be supplied by MSI. It 
produces real-time video sequences that 
include complex, dynamic backgrounds 
and multiple, independent objects that 
interact with the background, and can 
also be used to evaluate closed-loop Au-
tomatic Video Tracking (AVT) of various 

targets by various dynamic platforms. 
Although land-based in the near term, 
ruggedization would allow its deploy-
ment onboard ship.

Quest for More Realism
Of course, what has always driven the 

PC graphics card industry has been the 
quest for ever-greater realism—a more 
convincing, more immersive, more sat-
isfying game-playing experience. For the 
designers of military simulation systems, 
the requirement is no different: the more 
real the simulation, the more engaging it 
is—and the more realistic its outputs and 
outcomes will be.

Developers of military simulation 
systems should bear in mind that an in-
creasing number of the personnel who 
will interact with their systems will have 
grown up with PC-based games—with 
their astonishingly high-quality graph-
ics. Top-end graphics cards costing 

several hundred dollars are designed 
exclusively for serious gamers, and wa-
ter-cooling is becoming increasingly 
popular to dissipate the heat they gener-
ate. Meanwhile,  their quest continues 
for a level of realism that approaches 
photographic quality. Those who have 
enjoyed these games are unlikely to be 
compelled by a military simulation that 
is less true to life, nor is a less-than-ade-
quate graphic simulation likely to inspire 
the necessary confidence. A term being 
more widely used in military simulation 
circles is “virtual reality”—perhaps the 
ultimate in simulation.

If there is a growing trend in defense 
simulation applications to borrow exten-
sively from the hardware and software 
technology that enable PC gaming, there 
is an equally observable trend for simula-
tion to move from a classroom or opera-
tions room at headquarters to deployed 
platforms. The thinking is that this al-
lows either training to take place during 
periods of inactivity (thus minimizing 
“downtime”) or that the situation sur-
rounding the deployed platform can be 
simulated, and appropriate strategies de-
vised, prior to any of its occupants expos-
ing themselves to danger.

The implications of this trend are 
twofold. First, a new type of simulation 
hardware is required that is not only 
compatible (in terms of performance, 
form-factor and ruggedness) with ex-
isting in-vehicle hardware—it may 
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The worlds of entertainment games and military simulation share a 
common technology link that can be traced back across several decades. 
Consider for example, Edwin Link, who developed the first pilot training 
simulator. While waiting for the Navy to sign contracts for it, he sold the 
trainer to amusement parks—the worlds of entertainment and military simu-
lation were already inextricably linked.

Since then it was developments in computing that dominated the 
relationship—and that have driven simulation technology to become a major 
strategic asset for the United States, with investment far outstripping that of 
other countries. By the 1980s, the U.S. Army was evaluating—and modify-
ing—Atari’s “Battlezone” FPS (first person shooter) console game, to give 
it controls that better resembled those of a Bradley infantry fighting vehicle, 
with a view to improving soldier hand/eye coordination. Early in the same 
decade, the U.S. Navy was looking at the possibilities offered by Microsoft’s 

Flight Simulator—and found that students who used it during early training 
tended to have higher scores than those who did not.

Perhaps the most important development in computer-based simulation 
was that of SIMNET (SIMulation NETwork) by DARPA in the late 1980s—an 
array of individual simulators connected together. With its limited visual 
range of a little over two miles, screen resolutions of 320 x 240 pixels and a 
refresh rate of only fifteen frames/second, SIMNET seems impossibly limited 
today—but was representative of the state of the art at the time.

Then in the late 1990s the link with PC graphics and military simulation 
became solid when the U.S. Army PEO STRI (Program Executive Office for 
Simulation, Training and Instrumentation) began to evaluate Windows-based 
PCs as a possible replacement for SIMNET’s aging hardware. The decision 
was compelled by the increasing capability of PC graphics hardware and the 
growing availability of commercially available IGs (Image Generators).

Gaming and Military Simulation Share a Long History Together

GPU Performance 1997 - 2006

nVidia RIVA 128
nVidia GeForce

7800GT
Improvement

Transistors 3.5 million 302 million      86x

Clock Speed 100 MHz 400 MHz        4x

Pixel pipeline 1 20      20x

Texels 100 million 8,000 million      80x

Table 1

In less than 10 years, the graphics processing capabilities have enjoyed dramatic increases, 
with texels ramping up at around the same rate as the number of transistors per chip.
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Figure 2

Radstone’s Screaming Eagle graphics board features a GPU more commonly found in 
PC-gaming platforms

even be the same hardware, adapted for 
both operational and simulation pur-
poses, thus saving the precious space 
and weight that are becoming increas-
ingly constrained in today’s operational 
platforms.

A key feature of Radstone’s Scream-
ing Eagle board (Figure 2) is that it is 
implemented in the 6U VME form-fac-
tor, allowing it to make use of available 
chassis/enclosure space, rather than 
requiring additional housing. Sec-
ond, there is an obvious requirement 
that these new simulation systems de-
ployed in harsh environments—such 
as tanks—should be rugged, capable 
of withstanding shock, vibration and 
extremes of temperature. Radstone’s 
roadmap for Screaming Eagle sees the 
availability of a rugged variant that will 
respond to precisely this requirement. 
The Screaming Eagle, which sports an 
nVidia GeForce GPU, is at the heart of 
the SIVET embedded training subsys-
tem mentioned earlier.
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Embedded Simulation Trend
One of the most notable deployed 

platforms to feature embedded simu-
lation/training is the Bradley Fighting 
Vehicle. Its onboard capability allows 
troops, for example, to rehearse planned 
maneuvers while the vehicle in which the 
maneuver will be executed is being trans-
ported to the battlefield. Current thinking 
is that there is no reason why the graph-

ics card that is at the heart of an onboard 
simulation system should not be the same 
graphics card that is responsible for pro-
cessing and displaying “real-world” situ-
ational information—perhaps equipped 
with a simple switch enabling it to toggle 
between its simulation/training applica-
tion and its primary application. In an 
ideal world, it could be said that the per-
sonnel would be unable to distinguish the 

images delivered by the two applications.
The quest for ultimate realism in 

simulation is an ongoing one, however—
and if history is any guide, its future will 
be closely tied to that of the PC gaming 
industry. To understand where it might 
go in the future, it’s important to under-
stand what the GPU has brought to the 
party—and what it has not brought.

An important distinction that’s made 
by game developers is the distinction be-
tween graphics on the one hand and phys-
ics on the other. Today’s state of play has 
been reached, to a large extent, thanks to 
OpenGL. In the early days of computer 
graphics, the programmer was forced to 
individually code even the simplest rou-
tines—such as drawing a line, or filling a 
shape—often with reference to each indi-
vidual pixel in the display. Time-consum-
ing and tedious, the need for tools that 
would automate graphics functions rap-
idly became apparent. PHIGS (Program-
mer’s Hierarchical Interactive Graphics 
System) was designed in the 1980s, and 
became an ANSI and ISO standard. By 
today’s criteria, it was extremely basic—
although it should be said that the then-
available hardware was not capable of 
anything beyond basic graphics.

It was in 1992 that SGI (Silicon 
Graphics Incorporated) led the creation 
of the OpenGL standard, a standard based 
on the company’s proprietary IrisGL API 
(Application Programming Interface) 
that was designed for its high-end graph-
ics workstations. It had two key benefits. 
First, and unlike Microsoft’s competitive 
product DirectX, it was portable across 
platforms. Second—and related to the 
first—was that it provided support in 
software for features that were not sup-
ported by the underlying hardware, al-
lowing the development of sophisticated 
graphics applications on relatively unso-
phisticated hardware.

OpenGL Eases the Way
OpenGL brought with it a revolu-

tion in computer graphics, for two rea-
sons. First, coding more complex, more 
realistic graphics applications became 
significantly easier to do; and second, 
increasing numbers of OpenGL routines 
were implemented in hardware by GPU  

System Development
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manufacturers, allowing those applica-
tions to run in an optimum, highly accel-
erated environment.

But as noted previously, there is a 
distinction in PC game development be-
tween graphics and physics. The combina-
tion of OpenGL and increasingly power-
ful graphics processors has addressed the 
former, but not the latter. While graphics 
technology typically addresses the inter-
action of objects and surfaces with light, 
physics technology deals with the interac-
tion of objects—both with their environ-
ment and with each other. Like graphics, 
it is possible to reduce this interaction to 
mathematical formulae and equations—
and should therefore, in theory at least, 
be capable of being addressed by a similar 
combination of API and application-spe-
cific hardware.

Focus on Physics
Enter the PPU, or Physics Processing 

Unit. Designed to offload from the CPU 
calculations such as fluid dynamics, hair 

and clothing simulation, fracturing and 
other complex object interactions, it is 
specifically created to improve the level 
of realism in PC gaming—and, by impli-
cation, it will do the same for simulation 
applications. As with GPUs and OpenGL, 
a PPU would come complete with an API 
that would simplify and speed up the 
development of physics elements within 
games—and would also provide software 
support for routines not directly sup-
ported by the PPU itself.

The thinking is that the realism of 
today’s games is inherently limited by 
the comparatively small number of ob-
jects that can interact—with each other, 
with their environment and even with the 
user/game player—simultaneously. An 
explosion, for example, cannot be accu-
rately simulated because the motion and 
interaction of only a relatively few frag-
ments can be reproduced in parallel. A 
PPU would, the thinking goes, allow the 
modeling of perhaps tens of thousands of 
individual objects in parallel.

Naysayers say that the PPU is a step 
too far—and that its utility will largely be 
negated by the increasing capabilities of 
today’s CPUs. However, the fact that the 
idea is being mooted at all is indicative 
of the fact that there are many who see 
the quest for absolute realism—in other 
words, photo-quality realism becom-
ing movie-quality realism—as being far 
from over.

Meaningful, productive simulation 
is, much like PC gaming, all about the 
ability to force the viewer/player to sus-
pend disbelief, to become immersed in a 
world that is not real. Graphics in today’s 
simulation applications are already at a 
level of realism that was unimaginable 
only a few years ago: the signs are that 
they will only get better.  

Radstone Embedded Computing
Billerica, MA.
(800) 368-2738.
[www.radstone.com].
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PMC-704
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Processing Unit.
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PMC-724
The PMC-724 mezzanine module 
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It captures both analog and digital video
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Technology Focus
VME SBCs

Multicore and Fabric Trends 
Invigorate VME SBCs
Jeff Child, Editor-in-Chief

If you asked anyone present 25 years ago on that historic fall 
day in New York City, when VME was introduced to the 
U.S. market, where VME would be a quarter-century later, I 

doubt any could have predicted the amazing success and longev-
ity this bus architecture/form-factor has today achieved. VME 
has weathered a formidable number of technology and market 
hurdles over its lifetime, and still remains a leading embedded 
computing form-factor, and enjoys a huge installed base in nu-
merous military programs.

It’s interesting to contrast the latest and greatest VME single 
board computers in the Roundup section on the next six pages, to 
the ancient Motorola MVME101 SBC based on a 1 MHz 68000, 
with RS-232C and dual channel serial/parallel ports for I/O. Part 
of VME’s ability to weather obsolescence woes is thanks to spe-
cialist companies such as GD California. It has created a business 
out of providing boards, like the MVME101 in Figure 1, which 
have been discontinued by their manufacturer, through a mix 
of end-of-life buys and using programmable devices to produce 
compatible products for many discontinued boards.

One unique trends that’s coming together in VME SBCs, and 
in embedded computing in general for that matter, is the shift to 
dual-core processors. The road maps of the leading processors show 
that all roads lead to architectures sporting multiple CPU cores on 
the same device, and VME SBC designers are putting them on their 
boards—and not waiting for such processors to mature in the desk-
top market first. Many military applications have an immediate 
need for the level of computing muscle such devices provide. Com-
pute-intensive applications such as sonar, radar, SIGINT and UAV 
control systems fall into that category, along with several others.

As the industry looks ahead to the next 25 years, VME 
has run out of ways to squeeze performance while remaining a 
strictly parallel-bus architectures. Serial switch fabrics have be-
gun to take their place alongside, and in hybrid configurations 
with, parallel-backplane designs targeted for embedded comput-
ers in military applications. And while emerging VITA specs like 
VXS (VITA 41) and VPX (VITA 46) aim to blend fabrics into 
the VME universe, they foretell a definite move away from tradi-
tional parallel-bus schemes like VME64 and VME 2eSST.

Those specs are getting closer to ANSI standardization. In 
fact, the VXS specs 41.0, 41.1 and 41.2 have completed ANSI bal-
lots and have been recognized as American National Standards.  

Final published copies will be available from the VITA office 
shortly. Meanwhile, VITA 46—or VPX as it is now referred to 
in marketing circles—aims to develop a 3U/6U 160 mm deep 
Eurocard module with a high-performance connector capable of 
supporting both parallel and serial fabrics. VITA 46.0 and 46.1 
have been moved into the ANSI process. A related activity, VITA 
42, also called XMC, aims to extend PMC to include serial fab-
rics. 42.0 is now in trial use through March 2007.  42.1 and 42.2 
have been recognized by ANSI. The working group has voted to 
send 42.3 to the ANSI process.

As fabrics become a part of the VITA landscape, the question 
arises as to whether such hybrid or fully switched serial fabrics 
can truly be called VME. VITA  is taking that in stride in its mar-
keting efforts, by expressing the “V” in VITA as applying to more 
than just VME. For its part, Tundra Semiconductor, the main sup-
plier of VME interface silicon, says it intends to follow the VITA 
roadmap with VME interface chip products. Tundra’s Universe 
VME interface chips dominate the installed base of VME board 
products now deployed. Earlier this year, Tundra introduced the 
Tsi148, a PCI-X-to-VME bridge and just last year added an indus-
trial version of that VME 2eSST-enabled bridge.  
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Figure 1

Illustrating what a long way VME has come, compare this Motorola 
MVME101 SBC based on a 1 MHz 68000—and through-hole DIP 
ICs—with RS-232C and dual channel serial/parallel ports for I/O, 
to the latest cutting-edge VME SBCs in the Product Roundup on 
the next several pages. Companies like GD California specialize 
in providing boards, like this MVME101, which have been 
discontinued by their manufacturer.
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Technology Focus:
VME SBCs Roundup
PowerPC Board Features Hot 
Swap Storage

VME SBCs tend to get designed in for a 
long life cycle in military applications. But 
chances are good that its data storage will have 
to be swapped out frequently. Along just such 
lines, ACT/Technico’s 5800 / 5801 series is a 
new high-performance VME SBC around the 
Freescale 1.7 GHz MPC7447/7448 PowerPC. 
The 5800 SBC can be shipped with a PMC-
based, removable storage device, available in 

standard and rugged grades up to 120 Gbytes. 
This low-power PowerPC design is available in 
standard and conduction-cooled versions, with 
operating temperatures between -40° to +75°C.

The 5800 is ideal for use in applications 
requiring high-performance processing. The 
VMEbus interface uses the 2eSST-compatible 
Tundra Tsi148 VME bridge and the latest TI 
transceivers. 2eSST can provide up to 300 
Mbyte/s transfer rate across the VMEbus.

The board provides up to 1 Gbyte of 
SDRAM. A Marvell Discovery III chipset 
provides enhancements such as: data streaming 
on MPX bus, read memory latency and cache 
coherency improvements. The 5800 supports 
three Gbit Ethernet channels, one console 
port and one USB2 controller. A quad UART 
provides four additional asynchronous 
channels available on P2 connector. The 64-
bit PCI/PCI-X bridge allows the VME SBC 
to control two PMCs. An optional 6U rear 
transition module adds two Gbit Ethernet 
RJ45s, USB2, four RS-232/422 ports, two 
SATA and 1 HD68 connectors. An engineering 
kit for debug is available. Operating systems 
supported are VxWorks and Linux. Onboard 
firmware includes Uboot, which provides 
power-on built-in test booting and remote 
software downloading over Ethernet.

ACT/Technico 

Ivyland, PA. 

(215) 957-9071. 

[www.acttechnico.com].

SBC Boasts Distributed Dual-
Processing Scheme

This year is shaping up to be the year of dual 
processing. Processor and board vendors alike 
are in the thick of the trend toward maximizing 
the effectiveness of multiple CPUs in a system. 
Offering a unique approach to dual-processing, 
Aitech Defense Systems offers a rugged 
6U VME single-slot SBC that maximizes 
functionality and power by incorporating dual 
processors that operate independently of one 
another, yet communicate over a high-speed 
PCI-X interconnecting bus. The new C102’s 
processors use an asymmetrical distributed 
architecture so that each of the processing 
nodes functions as a complete subsystem 
complete with local memory resources and 
basic I/O interfaces, eliminating data flow 
bottlenecks. The C102’s improved processing 
power and I/O functionality make it ideally 
suited to function in harsh environment 
applications such as mission management 
computers, heads-up display controllers, 

radar and sonar processors, and advanced IED 
automatic protection subsystems.

The C102 incorporates one or two high-
performance PowerPC G4+ MPC7448 
processors operating at 1.42 GHz that feature 
on-chip 32 Kbyte L1 and 1 Mbyte L2 caches. 
The board provides up to 2 Gbytes of DDR 
SDRAM with ECC, 256 Kbytes of NVRAM, 
up to 256 Mbytes of Boot Flash memory and 
up to 1 Gbyte of user flash memory (512 
Mbytes per processor node), as well as up to 16 
Gbytes of NAND onboard flash file memory 
for mass storage. The C102 is available in both 
conduction- and air-cooled models, per IEEE 
1101.2 and ANSI/VITA 1-1994 specifications, 
respectively. Pricing for the C102 starts at 
$6,750.

Aitech Defense Systems  

Chatsworth, CA. 

(888) 248-3248. 

[www.rugged.com].

PowerPC Board Sports Dual PMC 
Sites

Using PMC modules is one way to provide 
flexible expansion for VME CPUs. American 
ELTEC has introduced a powerful 1 GHz 
version of its BAB 760 PowerPC board with 
state-of-the-art CPU design including PCI 
architecture, VMEbus and expansion through 

PMC modules. It offers the power of the 
PowerPC 750 GX CPU. The BAB 760 board can 
even be used for such complex tasks as image 
processing when combined with PMC frame 
grabbers. A PMC extender card permits one or 
two PMC modules to be fitted. 

The Discovery I chip set used on the 
board—as well as the PCI architecture in 
combination with the FPGA-based VME 
interface—guarantees long-term availability. 
The BAB 760 requires only one VMEbus slot 
and has a double Eurocard format. A PowerPC 
750 GX with a 1 Mbyte on-chip cache is used 
as the CPU, achieving a clock rate of up to 933 
MHz; the CPU is clocked at only 933 MHz to 
ensure reliable operation throughout the full 
temperature range. 

The board is equipped with an 8 Mbyte flash 
EPROM, providing storage for a stand-alone 
operating system or applications. A 512 Kbyte 
Boot ROM contains the initialization and 
test routines for start-up. Support is provided 
for OS-9 and VxWorks (on request) real-time 
operating systems, as well as ELinOS embedded 
LINUX. Pricing for the new 1 GHz BAB 760 
Power PC board is $3,995 in single-piece 
quantities.

American ELTEC 

Las Vegas, NV. 

(702) 878-4085.  

[www.americaneltec.com].
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Board Combines Core Duo CPU 
and Optional VXS

The migration of switched fabrics into VME 
and the emergence of dual-core processors rank 
as two of the key technology trends impacting 
military embedded computing. Concurrent 
Technologies is keeping up with both those 
trends with its latest range of high-performance 
RoHS-compliant VME64x SBCs, the VX 
405/04x family. The boards feature the 1.66 
GHz Intel Core Duo L2400 processor and the 
higher performance 2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo 
T2500. The VXS switched serial standard VITA 
41.3 is optionally supported to provide fast data 
transfer between other compatible boards in 
the system.  

The VX 405/04x board supports the 2.0 
GHz Intel Core Duo T2500 (in a socket) or 
the 1.66 GHz Intel Core Duo L2400 processor 
(soldered); both processors support 2 Mbytes 
L2 cache (shared between the cores). Up to 4 
Gbytes of soldered 667 MHz DDR2 SDRAM 
can be installed on the boards. To enable easy 
fast transfer of data between the VX 405/04x 
board and other components in the system 
there are two networking options available: 
dual 10/100/1000 Mbit/s Ethernet interfaces 
(via P2) or a VITA 41.3 interface (via P0) giving 
dual 1000 Mbit/s baseband IEEE 802.3 serial 
links onto a VXS backplane fabric. A wide range 
of I/O is available: the front panel supports a 
64-bit/66 MHz PMC (with XMC) and a third 
10/100/1000 Mbit/s Ethernet interface, while 
both the front and rear panels support graphics, 

keyboard and mouse interfaces plus up to five 
USB 2.0 and two RS-232/422 interfaces. List 
prices for the 1.66 GHz Intel Core Duo L2400 
processor version starts from $4,290.

Concurrent Technologies 

Ann Arbor, MI. 

(734) 971-6309. 

[www.gocct.com].

Dual-AltiVec Board Comes in 
Multiple Environmental Grades

Applications such as tactical aircraft, 
armored vehicles and harsh environment 
naval systems can often share the same data 
and digital signal-processing needs, but each 
of the environmental needs of those system 
are dramatically different. With that in 
mind, Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded 
Computing’s SVME/DMV-183 Dual PowerPC 
7447A/7448 board is available in a full range of 
environmental build grades.

Using single or dual Freescale 
MPC7447A/7448 PowerPC processors with 
AltiVec technology and up to 2 Gbytes of 
state-of-the-art DDR SDRAM, the SVME/
DMV-183 represents the latest advancement 
in functionality and performance for rugged 
Single Board Computers. With two 64-bit PMC 
sites, one supporting 100 MHz PCI-X, and 
an innovative complement of I/O capability 
such as Gbit Ethernet, up to six serial ports, 
up to two 1553 channels, SCSI, Serial ATA 
and two USB 2.0 ports, the 183 satisfies the 
most demanding requirements of embedded 
computing applications. 

The processor’s AltiVec-enabled e600 core 
(previously referred to as G4 core) delivers 9.6 
Gflops peak processing power at 1.2 GHz core 
frequency. The board’s Discovery III has a 
dedicated CPU-to-SDRAM path that reduces 
memory read latency. Up to 512 Mbytes of 
contiguous direct-mapped flash is provided 
along with 128 Kbytes of AutoStore nvSRAM 
with hardware write protection. The design 
features optimized cooling of conduction-
cooled PMCs and controlled impedance 
routing of Pn4 I/O for digital video, StarFabric, 
Fibre Channel and other high-speed interfaces. 
Pricing starts at $9,000 for single units.

Curtiss-Wright Controls  

Embedded Computing 

Leesburg, VA. 

(703) 779-7800. 

[www.cwcembedded.com].

Pentium M SBC Combines 
Ruggedness, Low Power

Many embedded military applications 
require a mix of ruggedness with low power 
consumption. The RPM from Dynatem, 
equipped with the Intel Pentium M processor, 
is ideal for this situation. Its high-speed 
855GME and 6300ESB chipset supports a 
66 MHz PCI-X expansion bus. Onboard 
CompactFlash permits single-slot booting. I/O 
routed to the backplane includes an EIDE port, 
two Serial ATA ports, two Gbit Ethernet ports, 
DVO/VGA, two USB 2.0 ports and a COM 
port configurable for RS-232/422/485. A PMC 
expansion site permits I/O tailored to users’ 
applications. In compliance with IEEE 1101.2, 
the RPM comes with top and bottom cooling 
plates that are bonded to the major components 
through thermal conduction and to the heat-
conducting printed circuit board mechanically. 
Wedgelocks secure the RPM in the chassis and 
bring the module’s heat from the cooling plates 

and the PCB to a heat plate in the chassis. The 
RPM has no socketed components other than 
the optional CompactFlash drive, so the RPM 
remains rugged in high shock and vibration 
environments.

The 855GME and 6300ESB chipset includes 
DRAM controller, PCI bus arbitration logic 
and interface, high-performance PCI, USB 2.0 
interfaces, RTC, NV-RAM, standard PC timers, 
Ultra DMA and interrupt logic. Ultra ATA 
100/66/33 IDE protocol and Serial ATA are 
also provided. The RPM comes populated with 
512 Mbytes or 1 Gbyte of DDR-266 SDRAM 
with ECC and a memory bandwidth of 2.1 
Gbytes/s. The 855GME offers integrated, high-
performance graphics, supporting resolutions 
up to 1600 x 1200 at 85 MHz. Pricing for the 
RPM starts at $6,700 in single quantity.

Dynatem  

Mission Viejo, CA. 

(949) 855-3235.  

[www.dynatem.com].
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Memory 
on board is 
comprised 
of  256 or 
512 Mbytes 
of DDR266 
SDRAM 
with ECC per CPU for a total of up to 2 Gbytes 
per board. Two PMC sites with up to 1,064 
Mbyte/s peak PCI performance are provided 
along with ANSI/VITA 31.1 (Gbit Ethernet) 
support. VME320 2eSST support is implemented 
using the Tundra TSI148 PCI-X-to-VME Bridge 
for up to 320 Mbyte/s VME performance and 
compatibility with legacy VME designs.

GE Fanuc Embedded Systems 

Huntsville, AL. 

(256) 880-0444. 

[www.gefanuc.com/embedded].

VXS SBC Functions as Two 
Boards in One Slot

Redundant computing nodes are vital for many 
mission-critical defense applications. That used 
to mean two or more separate boards, taking up 
extra backplane slots. General Micro Systems 
offers a way to do that using just a single board. 
A VXS 4.3-based processor board, the new V469 
Patriot replaces anywhere from two to four VME 
boards. This 6U board is a true dual-processor 
architecture, with each processor sharing 
absolutely nothing with the other processor, as if 
they were in two different VME slots.

The two processors are linked together with 
the Gigabit Ethernet or may be linked via VITA 
41.3 VXS, thus providing a massive server density 
unlike any other technology. To provide even 
more processing muscle at lower power, the new 
dual core processors will be used to provide 
quad-processing capabilities. The V469 utilizes 
two of the new M-760 Pentium M processors, 
each operating at 2.0 GHz with 2 Mbytes of L2 
Cache and 533 MHz FSB. The V469 provides up 
to 8 Gbytes of 266 MHz RDDR memory with 
ECC. Standard I/O functions on each side of the 
Patriot include: dual Gigabit Ethernet ports with 
Copper or Fibre interface, 2 Gbit, full duplex Fibre 
Channel with 2 Mbytes of SRAM buffer and Flash 

BIOS to support Boot capabilities, quad USB 
2.0, dual Serial ports, XVGA Video andUDMA 
IDE interface. An optional I/O interface module 
allows one Compact Flash and one USB 2.0 device 
to be added to each side. Pricing for the 4 Gbyte 
V469 Patriot starts at $4,700 (100s).

General Micro Systems 

Rancho Cucamonga, CA.  

(909) 980-4863.  

[www.gms4sbc.com].
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Quad PowerPC Board Targets 
Image Processing

Advanced signal and image processing 
applications seem to have an ever increasing 
appetite for processing muscle and compute 
density. Feeding that need, GE Fanuc Embedded 
Systems today offers a multiprocessor solution 
called the NEXUS Quattro. This quad-
processor 6U VME board is based on Freescale’s 
MPC7447A and MPC7448 processors containing 
PowerPC cores. Available in versions for both 
rugged and benign environments, the NEXUS 
Quattro delivers performance and computing 
density typically required by radar, sonar, signals 

intelligence and image processing applications 
deployed in harsh operational environments.

The new NEXUS Quattro platform features 
a flexible asymmetric multiprocessing 
architecture that allows the four processors to 
operate as independent computing nodes. It can 
operate as a single multiprocessor or in multiple 
board combinations to provide an integrated, 
high-performance computing solution that 
addresses complex array processing needs in 
customers’ systems.

Key features of the board include four Freescale 
Semiconductor MPC7448 processors at up to 1.4 
GHz, or, four MPC7447A processors at 1.1 GHz.. 

http://www.rantec.com
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VME64x/2eSST SBC Serves Up 
1.7 GHz PowerPC

VME and the PowerPC processor 
architecture together form the heart of today’s 
installed base of military embedded computer 
systems. Supporting that tradition, Interface 
Concept has rolled out a new VME SBC based 
around the Freescale 1.7 GHz MPC7448 
PowerPC. This low-power PowerPC design 
provides 1 Gbyte of SDRAM-DDR with ECC. 
Both fast NOR and large NAND flash memories 
are implemented on board. 

The IC-e6-VMEa runs as a system controller 
or a standard single-slot board. An automatic 
detection can be used with the VME64x 
backplane. The VMEbus interface is based on a 
combination of the Tundra Tsi148 VME bridge 
and the latest generation of Texas Instruments 
transceivers. The 2eSST bus protocol 

capabilities provide up to 300 Mbyte/s transfer 
rates across the VMEbus. The board supports 
three Gbit Ethernet channels, one console 
port and one USB 2.0 controller. A quad 
UART provides four additional asynchronous 
channels available on the P2 connector. The 
64-bit PCI/PCI-X bridge allows the VME SBC 
to control two PMC mezzanine boards with 
the PnIO routed according to the VITA 35. 
Thanks to its SATA controller, the IC-e6-VMEa 
can manage directly four storage devices. The 
IC-e6-VMEa board can operate from -40° to 
75°C. The conduction-cooled version runs at 
1.4 GHz. Prices start at $4,800.

Interface Concept 

Briec de l’Odet, France. 

+33 (0)2 98 57 30 30. 

[www.interfaceconcept.com].

660 MHz PowerQUICC III Rides 
3U VME

The 3U flavor of VME offers a compact 
solution for space-constrained military 
applications. And with today’s level of 
integration, the same functionality that 
used to require one or more 6U cards can be 
offered in a 3U solution. Along those lines, 
the VMP3 from Kontron Modular Computers 
sports a Freescale PowerQUICC III RISC 
processor, MPC8541. This PowerPC board, 
with a maximum clock-rate of 660 MHz, offers 
two integrated Gigabit Ethernet ports. The 
challenges of network bandwidth and security 
are met by the Hardware Security Engine, 
which is integrated into the processor and 
supports encryption in accordance with IPSec, 
DES, 3Des and AES. These features, along with 

the very fast DDR SDRAM, make the VMP3 
a universal processor card for computing-
intensive real-time military applications.

The 100 x 160 mm board has up to 256 Mbytes 
of directly soldered DDR SDRAM, 16 Mbytes of  
flash, 1 Mbyte of buffered SRAM and E²Prom 
for user and configuration data. A slot for 
CompactFlash memory cards is optional. A Fast 
Ethernet interface and a serial port supplement 
two Gigabit Ethernet ports. Additional features 
are: watchdog, real-time clock and a temperature 
sensor. The VMP3 is designed for temperature 
ranges from 0° to 60°C and is optionally available 
for -40° to +85°C. Pricing for the VMP3 starts at 

Liquid Cooled 
100W/Slot 1 ATR

Top load 1ATR short
Brazed construction
Liquid cooled card cage side walls
Accepts conduction cooled cards 
Cools up to 100W/slot power 
dissipation
8 Slot VITA 41 VXS or VME64x 
Backplane with custom I/O
MIL-STD-704 800 Watt power supply 

MIL-STD-461 EMI

Hybricon Corporation 12 Willow Road Ayer, MA 01432  
ISO 9001-2000 Certified

Call Today
1-877-HYBRICON

www.hybricon.com

Extreme environments require extreme solutions...

The Challenge - Develop the next evolution
of ATR cooling.. Mission Complete!

Hybricon Corporation is a true solutions
company providing integrated system 
solutions, electronic enclosures, and 
backplanes for high performance military
and ruggedized COTS applications. 

Hybricon has a successful track record of
proven and deployed COTS solutions that
have been designed to meet stringent 
military requirements.

$1,295 in OEM quantities. Single piece pricing 
starts at $1,995.

Kontron America 

Poway, CA. 

(858) 677-0877. 

[www.kontron.com].
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Series 790 Ruggedized 
Chassis

  Built for Extreme and Tough Conditions

  Well Suited for Military / Aeronautics

  VME64X, VME64 or cPCI® Compatible

  MIL 461-D, E for Shock/Vibration, 
EMI/RFI

  CE and FCC Class B, Part 15

  Many Power Options

Vector Electronics & Technology, Inc.
Phone: (818) 985-8208
Fax: (818) 985-7708

E-mail: inquire@vectorelect.com
Web: www.vectorelect.com

Phoenix M6000
  Dual XMC sites with x8 PCI Express

  VXS Interface

  AMCC PowerPC 440SP processor

  Dual 4Gb/s Fibre Channel ports

  256 MByte high-speed streaming 
memory

  Independent 64 bit, 133MHz PCI-X 
bus for each PMC site

VMETRO Inc.
Phone: (281) 584-0728
Fax: (281) 584-9034

E-mail: info@vmetro.com
Web: www.vmetro.com

Phoenix VPF1
  2x PowerPC 7447 CPU nodes

  2x Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA nodes

  8x 2.0-3.125Gbit/sec off-board serial 
communications channels

  Ethernet, RS232, RS422

  64-bit, 66MHz PMC site

  VxWorks, Linux operating systems

  Embedded FPGA processing cores

VMETRO Inc.
Phone: (281) 584-0728
Fax: (281) 584-9034

E-mail: info@vmetro.com
Web: www.vmetro.com
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Dual 1.4 GHz PowerPC Card 
Supports RapidIO or PCIe

Among the great successes of the VME 
community was its diligence in marrying 
switched fabric technologies with embedded 
form-factors. That process started long before 
the military had any interest in switched fabrics. 
And now that they do, products like Mercury’s 
Momentum Series VPA-200 Dual 7448 VXS 
SBC is ready to fill that role. The board is a full-
featured 6U VME board that offers a higher level 
of computing power and bandwidth for users with 
high-density needs. The dual Freescale 1.4 GHz  
MPC7448 PowerPC processors are combined 

two PMC sites. Each 
PMC site is connected 
to both a processor 
node and the fabric 
bridge/switch. And 
each PMC is also 
user-configurable for 100 MHz PCI/X or 66 
MHz PCI. The card supports Linux or VxWorks 
operating systems, and is available now for $7,000 
in OEM quantities. 

Mercury Computer Systems 

Chelmsford, MA. 

(978) 256-1300. 

[www.mc.com].

Freescale 8540 Board Is Low-
Power VME Solution

VME users are often looking for faster, more 
powerful processors to upgrade their systems 
or implement new ones while retaining their 
software investments. For them, Motorola 
offers a VME upgrade or growth path with 
the MVME3100 family of SBCs featuring the 
system-on-chip MPC8540 from Freescale. This 
SoC implementation provides power/thermal, 
reliability and life cycle advantages not typically 
found in other architectures. The MPC8540 
comes with a PowerPC processor core, 
integrated memory controller, PCI-X interface 
and 667 MHz and 
833 MHz options. 
Now, customers can 
keep their VMEbus 
infrastructure—
chassis, backplanes 
and other VMEbus 
and PMC boards—
while improving the 
performance and 
extending the life cycle of their systems.

Two versions of the MVME3100 are offered. 
The MVME3100-152 provides a 667 MHz 
processor, 256 Mbytes of DDR ECC SDRAM 
and 64 Mbytes of flash. The MVME3100-
1263 has an 833 MHz processor, 512 Mbytes 
of DDR ECC SDRAM, 128 Mbytes of flash 
and a PCI expansion connector. Both boards 
provide Gigabit Ethernet ports for connection 
to enterprise and real-time networks, serial 
ports, USB 2.0 and SATA controllers. A Tundra 
Tsi148 PCI-X to VMEbus bridge supports the 
VME64 and 2eSST protocols. For expansion, 
these Motorola boards also have dual PMC-
X sites with front panel access supporting 
PCI-X bus speeds of 33, 66 or 100 MHz. An 
optional MVME721 rear transition module 
(RTM) allows I/O routing through the back of 
the VMEbus chassis. Board support packages 
for VxWorks and Linux are available. Pricing 
ranges from $1,800 to $2,400, depending on 
options.

Motorola  

Tempe, AZ. 

(602) 538-5720. 

[www.motorola.com/computing].
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with high-bandwidth VITA 41 functionality 
and a range of versatile I/O options to deliver 
performance and flexibility to system designers. 
The board uses a Marvell GT64460 bridge with 
a 167 MHz MPXbus. DDR-400 SDRAM, with 
optional ECC, is provided up to 1 Gbyte.

The VPA-200 was the industry’s first VME host 
board to support dual PowerPC 7448 processors 
and the RapidIO fabric (VITA 41.2), or a PCI 
Express interconnect (VITA 41.4) on the VXS 
multi-gigabit P0 backplane fabric connector. VME 
P0 has dual Gigabit Ethernet ports for command/
control or I/O interconnect. A Tundra Tsi148 VME 
bridge chip provides VME 2eSST support and 



http://www.gms4sbc.com


http://www.birtcherproducts.com
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Board Blends Dual PowerPCs and 
Switched Fabrics 

In complex multiprocessing systems, it’s not 
enough to just have power processing muscle. 
Equally important is an ability to move data 
between processors and boards to keep those 
processors fed. Responding to such needs, 
Radstone Embedded Computing offers the 
XtraPower PPCM2 6U VME Dual PowerPC 
Processor. Featuring two fully independent 
PowerPC 7448-based compute nodes, the 
PPCM2 also provides two StarFabric ports as 
well as two Gigabit Ethernet ports and four 
serial ports.

The loosely coupled architecture of the 
PPCM2—in which each processor has its own 
memory resources—means that it is uniquely 
suited to the support of real-time operating 
systems and real-time applications, running 
separate instances of the chosen operating 
system per node. Supported operating 
systems include VxWorks from Wind River, 
LynxOS from LynuxWorks and INTEGRITY 
from Green Hills Software. Mission-critical 
applications also benefit from Radstone’s 
comprehensive Deployed Test software for the 
PPCM2.

Each node has its own dedicated I/O 
resources including GPIO, serial and 
Gigabit Ethernet, and achieves superior I/O 
management by dedicating one PCI-X-capable 
PMC to each processor. Shared resources 
include further GPIO and USB 2.0 plus 
2eSST VME and two StarFabric ports. The 

PPCM2 features Marvell’s latest Discovery III 
Integrated System Controller supporting high-
capacity DDRAM, flash memory and NVRAM. 
The PPCM2 can be ordered in any one of five 
ruggedization levels. Pricing is from $8,550.

Radstone Embedded Computing 

Billerica, MA. 

(800) 368-2738. 

[www.radstone.com].

VME Blade Sports Dual-Core 
Xeon CPU

The trend toward multicore processors is 
sweeping across the computing world, and 
the embedded computing market is riding 
that wave. The military’s desire to pack in as 
much compute density as possible couldn’t 
be happier with this technology direction. 
Thales Computers latest dual-core board is its 
PENTXM2, a server class manageable VMEbus 
blade based on the low-power Intel dual-core 
Xeon processor. The PENTXM2 uses the 1.67 
GHz dual-core Xeon, combined with the Intel 
E7520 server class memory controller hub 
(MCH).

The board is available with up to 4 Gbytes 
of DDR2-400 SDRAM. When paired with the 
support of VITA 31.1 backplane networking, 
the PENTXM2’s VITA 38 intelligent platform 
management interface (IPMI) feature provides 
for easy scaling into a multiprocessing system. 
The PENTXM2 runs Red Hat Linux and 
features as an extensible firmware interface 
(EFI) standard BIOS/Firmware that is able to 
boot Linux 2.6, VxWorks, Lynx OS, Microsoft 
Windows and Red Hat Linux operating 
systems. The PENTXM2 is available as a 
stand-alone board component or pre-integrated 
in large systems (PowerMP6) with full data 
transport and management software based on 
standards such as MPI and HTTP.  

The PENTXM2 provides a dual SATA-150, a 
triple USB 2.0 port and an EIDE interface for an 
onboard disk or compact-flash support. Pricing 
for the PENTXM2 starts at $3,950 in small 
volume and subject to specifications. A rugged 
conduction-cooled version of the PENTXM2 
will be available in the third quarter of 2006.

Thales Computers 

Raleigh, NC. 

(919) 231-8000. 

[www.thalescomputers.com].

Turion64-Based SBC is Upgrade 
Path for Sparc Boards

AMD has been a leader in 64-bit processor 
offerings. In the VME space, the AMD’s Turion 
64 Mobile processor serves as a natural upgrade 
path for legacy Sparc-based Solaris designs. 
Serving that need, Themis Computer offers its 
TA64 board, the first in a series of 6U VMEbus 
computer boards and is based on AMD’s Turion 
64 Mobile processor. The TA64 is backward 
compatible with Themis’ USPIIe SBC, at the 
application source code level, and features front 
panel and backplane compatibility, including 
all I/O, switches and indicators. The TA64 runs 
32-bit Sun/Solaris 8 and 9, and 64-bit Solaris 
10, Windows and Linux.

The TA64 has an onboard PMC Slot and 
inter-board stacking connector that allows 
expansion for graphics and PMC carrier cards. 
It includes a high-performance Universe II 
VME64x interface, dual Ultra320 interface, two 
10/100/1000 Ethernet ports, two or more USB 

ports, AC97 audio, two serial ports and one 
PS/2 port. These VME64 boards are available in 
one, two and three slot configurations that offer 
a wide range of I/O and performance options. 
The TA64 single-slot configuration features a 
single Gigabit Ethernet port, support for Dual 
Ultra320 SCSI drives and a single 64-bit PMC 
slot. Memory is expandable to 4 Gbytes of 
DDR333 memory. The board has 45W power 
dissipation, which is low for a board of its class. 
OEM pricing for the board is below $5,000.

Themis Computer 

Fremont, CA. 

(510) 252-0870. 

[www.themis.com].
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Tiny Board Networks Controllers and Operator Interfaces

Embedded networking is poised to make a big splash in military system designs. The vision is for every 
component on an aircraft wing to have its own IP address holding status information that can be accessed 

from anywhere on the DoD’s network. Mosaic Industries has released its Ethersmart Wildcard, a 2 x 2.5-
inch expansion board that brings Web connectivity to any of Mosaic’s embedded controllers and operator 

interfaces. 
This low-cost peripheral card connects with standard Ethernet cables, allowing instruments to communicate 

with other computers on a Local Area Network (LAN). With it, you can connect to your controller from a Web browser 
to monitor its status, diagnose problems or update its software. An application program can send emails to transmit data 

or alert other computers on the network when significant events occur. This new member of Mosaic’s Wildcard family uses the 
Lantronix XPort, which combines an x86 processor, flash memory, 10/100 Mbit Ethernet network interface controller and RJ45 jack. 

An onboard UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) buffers data between XPort and host controller. The XPort can be shut down while 
the interface is not in use to conserve power. The Ethersmart Wildcard is available immediately and is priced at $140 in 100s.

Mosaic Industries, Newark, CA. (510) 790-1255. [www.mosaic-industries.com].

Board Pentium Processing with Real-Time Data Acq
When real-time processing is done right on a data acquisition board 

it frees the host processor from system delays. Along just such lines, 
MicroStar offers its DAP 5000a/526, powered by an Intel Pentium 
233 MHz CPU. The card includes 16 analog inputs, 2 analog outputs, 

16 digital inputs and 16 
digital outputs. External 
rack-mounted hardware 
can extend these channel 
counts to 512, 66, 128 and 
1024 respectively. The board 
can acquire 14-bit data at 
up to 800 ksamples/s, and 
can convert 833 kvalues per 

second on each of the two onboard analog outputs. The onboard Pentium 
processor allows fast real-time processing, and low latency—0.1 ms task 
time quantum—provides for fast response.

A DAP board provides an additional processor running a real-time 
operating system, DAPL, that can be controlled from a Windows 
application. This provides an extra resource and lets you apply computing 
power when and where needed. DAP boards acquire data, converting 
analog signals into digital values. The onboard processor performs any 
required operations as it transfers data from pipe to pipe. The new mid-
range DAP 5000a/526 board includes an Intel Pentium 233 MHz CPU. 
The DAP 5000a/526 costs $3,195. DAPstudio costs $199.

Microstar Laboratoires, Bellevue, WA. (425) 453-2345.  

[www.mstarlabs.com].

16-bit PCI Digitizer Boasts 125 Msample/s Rates
Gone are the days when high-speed analog to digital conversion 

required large costly racks of instrumentation. Now fast digitization 
for RF signal analysis, radar and lidar can be done with a low-cost PCI 
card. With that in mind, AlazarTech announced the release of ATS660, a 
16-bit PCI waveform digitizer with two simultaneous analog inputs that 
can each be sampled at rates up to 125 Msamples/s, providing a Signal to 
Noise Ratio in excess of 73 dB. Each channel can have up to 128 Msamples 
of onboard acquisition memory buffer. The unit occupies only one half-
length PCI slot. ATS660 features Dual Port Acquisition Memory that 

allows transfer of acquired data to PC 
memory without having to stop 

the acquisition session.
ATS660 PCI digitizers use 

FPGA-based digital electronics 
for control and data processing. 

AlazarTech’s proprietary 
HyperDisP display technology allows 

the full 128 Msamples-long record to be 
displayed on a computer screen in a matter 
of seconds—an improvement of many 
orders of magnitude compared to the 

competition. Available in mid-September, 
pricing for the ATS660 ranges from $4,495 to $5,495 depending on 
configuration.

AlazarTech, Montreal, QC, Canada. (514) 633-0001. [www.alazartech.com].

200W DC-to-DC Converter Aims at Tactical Military Apps
Power considerations are often done at the back end of many system designs. Fortunately there’s a wealth of 

military power solutions available to solve those afterthought situations. Rantec’s HDM-200 is a line of single 
output DC-to-DC converters for the military’s most demanding systems applications and environments. The 

DC-to-DC converter line operates from standard military (MIL-STD-704) 270 VDC and provides isolated 
output voltages ranging from 1.5 VDC to 28 VDC. Through the use of fixed frequency, secondary side control, the 

modules have superior noise immunity and rejection and dynamic line and load response. 
Originally designed for the JSF program, the module uses mu-metal shielding for ultra low radiated emissions. 

The module is 2.3 x 2.4 x 0.5 inches, weighs less than 3.1 oz and operates from -55° to +85°C. The feature-rich module 
has remote sense, active parallel capability, remote shut down, synchronization and input and output voltage trim. In addition, it has status signals 
for over-current, over-voltage, output good and temperature. This all equates to a DC-to-DC converter that is easy to integrate in tactical military 
applications and provides the intelligence and flexibility required for today’s systems. The HDM-200 is priced at $310, quantity 100.

Rantec Power Systems, Los Osos, CA. (805) 596-6000. [www.rantec.com].
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EBX Development Kit Targets Linux Designs
Linux has become a popular development platform for a number of military programs. Software engineers 

enjoy a familiarity with it, and it’s free of the costs and complications of dealing with a traditional embedded OS. 
Serving that need, Arcom’s new Development Kit allows faster and easier development of embedded systems in 
a Linux environment. The kit’s SBC-GX533 board has a compact Arcom Embedded Linux image installed in its 
onboard flash. 

The kit’s SBC-GX533 board is well suited for deeply embedded, remote or unattended installations demanding 
reasonable processing power. It is a low-profile, fan-less, RoHS-compliant EBX form-factor board, based on a 400 
MHz AMD Geode GX533 1.1W processor. It has 512 Mbytes of DDR DRAM and 32 Mbytes of flash installed, 
of which 13 Mbytes are used by the Linux image. The board also features TFT or CRT support, an analog 

touchscreen interface, dual 10/100BaseT Ethernet ports, CompactFlash (CF+), 4 serial and 4 USB ports. Industrial expansion is provided through an 
8-bit TTL I/O port, a PC/104 and a PC/104+ site. All usual PC interfaces are also included. Pricing for this development kit is from $997.

Arcom, Overland Park, KS. (913) 549-1000. [www.arcom.com].

SCSI Flash Disk VME Module Ready for Rough Duty
These days, even the most harsh environment military systems are demanding generous amounts 

of fast data storage. Phoenix International Systems has introduced the first solid-state disk plug-
in VME module with 320 Mbyte/s speed, its new single-slot module VL1-350-SC-SSD. The new 
Ultra 320 SCSI Solid State Flash Disk Module is the only VME storage product on the market 

that combines the ability to perform in challenging environments, where high altitude, 
extreme temperatures, shock, vibration, rapid changes in air pressure (explosive 
decompression) and electromagnetic radiation are factors, all with 320 Mbyte/s 
speed.

The VL1-350-SC-SSD model is backward compatible with existing systems 
including SCSI-2 and SCSI-3 interfaces. Due to its unique design, it eliminates 
seek time, latency and other electromechanical delays inherent in conventional 
disk drives. The product also features 320 Mbyte/s burst R/W rate, 50 Mbyte/s 

sustained read and sustained writes rates. The device offers an unformatted 
storage capacity to 128 Gbytes and access times of less than 0.02 ms. The unit 
operates at altitudes to 80,000 feet and meets shock, operating and non-operating 
specs at half sine, 1500G, 0.5 ms per MIL-STD-810F. Operating temperatures 
from -40° to + 85°C are supported. List price ranges from $2,445 for the 8 Gbyte 
VL1-350-SC-SSD-8 to $17,147 for the 128 Gbyte VL1-350-SC-SSD-128, with 
quantity discounts available.

Phoenix International, Orange, CA. (800) 203-4800. [www.phenxint.com].

Enclosure Family Targets EPIC, EBC 
and PC/104

The rigid separation between board vendor, system 
vendor and enclosure vendor has begun to blur over 
the past couple years, as board vendors expand their 

offerings to include enclosure solutions. Following 
just that trend, Micro/sys offers a variety of 

enclosures with mounting holes for PC/104, 5 x 
5-inch EPIC and/or EBX-sized computer boards, 

and can hold up to three stacked PC/104 modules. To 
maximize options and make field service or maintenance 

easier, the enclosures are designed with multiple cable and connector cutouts and terminal block/
accessory mounting holes.

Micro/sys enclosures range from a 19-inch rackmount frame that is 3U high to a small unit that 
houses microcontrollers or a single PC/104 board. There are LCD Flat Panel Enclosures in 6.4, 
10.4 and 17-inch sizes for systems that require the embedded computer box to be separate from 
the display. These flat panel enclosures are louvered for airflow and heat dissipation. When a box 
solution is needed, there are two Embedded Computer Enclosure versions, one with terminal blocks 
mounting externally, and one with a 6.4-inch LCD Flat Panel Display. The Micro/sys enclosures 
start at $75 in single quantities while significant OEM discounts are available.

Micro/sys, Montrose, CA. (818) 244-4246. [www.embeddedsys.com].

USB Data Acq System Accepts 
Eight Sensor Inputs

Vibration testing ranks as one of the most 
critical areas of military system development. 
Thanks to the magic of system integration, data 
acquisition systems for vibration analysis are 
available in compact USB-based systems rather 
than bulky rack and chassis level systems. 
Exemplifying that trend is Data Translation’s 
new DT9841-VIB, a real-time DSP data 
acquisition Sleek Box capable of accepting eight 
simultaneous IEPE sensor inputs. The DT9841-
VIB is the latest addition to the Fulcrum II 
Series of DSP data acquisition products for 
USB 2.0. The DT9841-VIB provides excitation, 
signal conditioning and anti-aliasing filtering 
for real-time high-accuracy IEPE sensor values.

The DT9841-VIB board contains eight, 
simultaneous 24-bit sigma-delta analog input 
channels with a sampling rate of 100 kHz 
per channel. In addition, the board has two 
24-bit deglitched waveform analog output 
channels to control a shaker table for example, 
and stimulate systems under test, 16 digital 
I/O lines for control and monitoring, and 
three 32-bit counter/timers providing highly 
accurate timing functions. All subsystems can 
be run simultaneously and monitored in real 
time with an onboard 32-bit floating-point 
processor. The board offers sampling rates up 
to 100 kHz per channel and uninterrupted data 
transfer. The DT9841-VIB, available in a Sleek 
Box version, is priced at $5,690.

Data Translation, Marlboro, MA.  

(508) 481-3700. [www.datatranslation.com].
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Chassis Brings Liquid Cooling to Rugged Apps
Faster, denser computing is in high demand, but that means more heat. Liquid-cooling solutions are emerging 

that are uniquely packaged for high-speed airborne or ground-based signal processing applications such as 
radar, SIGINT and electronics warfare. An example is Parker Hannifin’s liquid flow-through (LFT) electronics 
chassis. The packaging for the LFT demonstrator chassis is an air transport rack (1-ATR long) standard-sized 
enclosure of approximately 8”h x 10”w x 20”l. The system is entirely self-contained, with its own closed-loop 
liquid-cooling system. The system contains coolant, a control system, smart pump, filter, accumulator, heaters 
(for cold-system start-up), and three different board-level heat-absorbing technologies to demonstrate the 
variety of options available to the electronics designer.

Parker’s LFT chassis is capable of cooling up to a maximum of 850 watts per slot, a total of 2,000 watts with 
dielectric fluids such as hydrofluoroethers (HFE) and synthetic oil (PAO), or 4,000 watts with non-dielectric 

fluids such as water or water/glycol mixtures. The product can be scaled to accommodate the required amount of 
technology integration for individual applications, and is hybrid-backplane-capable to accommodate any board technology, including 

VME, VITA 41/VXS and VITA 46-48/VPX (REDI). Pricing for the LFT electronics chassis ranges from $25,000 to $35,000, depending on options and 
volume.

Parker Hannifin, Mentor, OH. (440) 954-8100. [www.parker.com/advancedcooling].

PMC Packs On 64 Gbytes of NAND 
Flash

The net-centric vision 
for the military calls for 
lots of sharing of detailed 
map, sonar and radar 

data, and those memory-
hungry applications must 

reside in rugged embedded 
applications. Feeding that need, 

Aitech Defense Systems now offers a high-density PMC that provides 
up to 64 Gbytes of NAND Flash memory in two banks. The new M222 
provides a sustained data transfer rate of up to 40 Mbytes per second and 
low power consumption of less than 7W. Designed for high-speed read, 
write and erase performance, the M222 is suitable for high-density, local 
data storage applications such as detailed maps, large databases, radar 
or sonar images, software programmable radio ELINT data or other 
graphics.

Available in commercial, rugged and military grade configurations, 
the M222 Flash memory PMCs are designed to resist shock and vibration 
for trouble-free performance, even in high-stress military environments. 
The M222 is available in forced air-cooled and standard ANSI/VITA 20 
conduction-cooled mechanical formats. Both versions are single-slot PMC 
modules that connect and take all of their power from the CompactPCI, 
VMEbus or PCI base board. Pricing for an 8 Gbyte M222 starts at $5,670.

Aitech Defense Systems, Chatsworth, CA. (888) 248-3248.  

[www.rugged.com].

3.5-in. SBC Is Upgrade Path for Geode GX1 Systems
For small, mobile military systems like battlefield robots and UAVs, 

there’s nothing more critical then the blending of low power with hefty 
processing muscle. Feeding that need, Advantech’s PCM-9375 is its newest 
3.5-inch biscuit SBC with the richest set of embedded features. With a 
AMD Geode LX 800@0.9W processor onboard, the PCM-9375 has the 
same mechanical design and layout as its predecessor, and offers an ideal 
upgrade path for older AMD Geode GX1processor-based systems.

PCM-9375’s rich array of features includes up to 512 Mbyte DDR 
SODIMM memory, 4 COMs (1 x COM port supports RS-422/485), 

4 x USB 2.0, 1 Enhanced IDE 
interface, AC97 audio, 8-bit 
GPIO (general-purpose input/
output),1 CompactFlash type 
II slot, 2 Fast Ethernet and one 
PC/104 slot. Amazingly, PCM-
9375’s total power consumption 
is around 6W with 256 Mbytes 
of DDR memory and 256 Mbyte 
CompactFlash. PCM-9375 was 
specially developed with Windows 

Embedded OS optimized drivers, 
tools and components to enhance Microsoft Windows CE 5.0 and XPe 
(SP2). With the Advantech OS image, you get additional useful features, 
like Auto Launch Application, Registry Editor, Registry Flusher and 
AdvLib (SMBus, WatchDog, I2C and GPIO), helping customers develop 
richer and more dynamic CE-based applications. Price is $280 per unit.

Advantech, Irvine, CA. (949) 789-7178. [www.advantech.com].

FPGA-Based PC/104 Processor Card Provides Development, Deployment Options
High-performance signal processing systems, like those used in SIGINT and software radio, increasingly depend on 

FPGAs to handle specialized processing functions. A new PC/104 card stack from Nallatech takes advantage of multiple 
FPGAs to handle processing and system management, while providing expansion slots for additional system resources.

The BenNUEY-PCI-104-V4 can support multiple analog and digital I/O interfaces and multiple memory types, as well 
as up to seven FPGAs, in a single PC/104 stack. Three DIME-II expansion slots let engineers optimize system resources 
to meet processing, memory and I/O requirements. The BenNUEY-PCI-104-V4 comes with an onboard Xilinx Virtex-4 
FPGA. Up to six additional FPGAs are available on the DIME-II expansion modules, which support Virtex-4, Virtex-II Pro 

and Virtex-II FPGAs. 
Applications requiring data storage will benefit from the 16 Mbytes of DDR-2 SRAM connected to the Virtex-4 FX user 

FPGA, which can be used for storing algorithmic data or for buffering data around the multi-FPGA architecture. An Ultra-SCSI 
connector provides digital I/O. Linux and Windows are supported, and FUSE FPGA Computing Runtime Software is included. 

Pricing for the BenNUEY-PCI-104-V4 starts at $19,995.

Nallatech, Glasgow, Scotland. +44 (0) 1236 789518. [www.nallatech.com].
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Multi-Processor VME Board 
Provides High Throughput, 
Low Latency

A new multi-processor VME 
board from Cornet Technology 
provides the high throughput and 
low latency needed to support a wide 
variety of intricate military/aerospace 
applications that require multi-
processing power. 

The Celero CVME-7410 features 
up to four independent PowerPC nodes linked by a PCI bus on 

a single VME board to help designers handle complicated processing 
functions, such as image processing, digital signal processing, sonar 
control and radar control. The board supports LINUX and is the first 
VME board to support the VxWorks Safety Critical platform. This enables 
system designers to develop systems that are compliant with ARINC-653 
and DO-178B, which are recommended and often mandated by military 
and avionics programs.

The Celero VME-7410 will be available for shipping in the third quarter 
of this year. Pricing starts at $14,995.

Cornet Technology, Springfield, VA. (703) 658-93400. [www.cornet.com].

Dual-Core Xeon VME Blade Aims at Naval, Aerospace Apps
The latest generation of naval and airborne graphics subsystems has significantly improved graphics performance, such as multi-head display and 

high-resolution video grabbing. Supporting this trend, Thales Computers has introduced the first server-class manageable VME blade based on Intel’s 
dual-core Xeon processor.

The PENTXM2 uses the 1.67 GHz dual-core Xeon combined with the Intel E7520 server class memory controller 
hub. Up to 4 Gbytes of DDR2-400 SDRAM is provided, along with a dual SATA-150, a triple USB 2.0 port and 
an EIDE interface. The board’s VITA 38 intelligent platform management interface (IPMI) feature provides easy 
scaling into a multiprocessing system when combined with the support of VITA 31.1 backplane networking.  

The PENTXM2 runs Red Hat Linux and features as an extensible firmware interface (EFI) standard BIOS/
firmware that can boot Linux 2.6, VxWorks, Lynx OS, Microsoft Windows and Red Hat Linux. It is available either 
as a stand-alone board or pre-integrated into large systems (PowerMP6) with full data transport and management 
software based on standards such as MPI and HTTP. Pricing starts at $3,950 in small volumes.

Thales Computers,  

Raleigh, NC. 

(919) 231-8000.  

[www.thalescomputers.com].

Board Links Ethernet to Digital I/O
The military has warmed to Ethernet in a big way. It offers just the right kind of ubiquity and longevity that 

long life cycle programs need. ICS Electronics has put Ethernet to work for digital I/O duty with a new 
Ethernet to Digital Interface Board for controlling digital devices. Called the Model 8013, this new 
Interface Board provides 128 digital I/O lines that the user can control from any computer with a NIC 

interface or from a TCP/IP network.
The Model 8013 is an Ethernet to Parallel Interface that provides 128 parallel I/O lines that can be 

configured as inputs or outputs in 8-bit bytes. Data transfer can be done by a combination of three methods 
depending upon the needs of the devices connected to the 8013. The Model 8013 is a VXI-11.3-compliant Interface. 

VXI-11 is a communication standard developed by the VISA consortium in 1995 in conjunction with the VISA 
Specification. VXI-11.3 is a sub-standard that covers TCP/IP-to-Instrument servers like the 8013. Communication with 

the 8013 is via VXI-11 RPC protocol over a TCP/IP network. Pricing for the Model 8013 is $495 each in quantities of 1 to 4 
units.

ICS Electronics, Pleasanton, CA. (925) 416-1000. [www.icselect.com].
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SBC Controls Large Area, High-Resolution LCD Displays
Large area, high-resolution TFT LCDs are used in a growing number and variety of military applications to display data 

accurately. To design the subsystems that control these displays, defense engineers need the right combination of features, 
which are provided by a new EBX form-factor SBC from Apollo Display Technologies.

The Galaxy SBC features either the 400 MHz or 650 MHz Intel ULV Celeron processor and up to 512 
Mbytes of SO-DIMM in a compact, 8-in. x 5.75-in. form-factor. The fanless design minimizes power 
loss and heat buildup. Four versions are available: a Best Performance version with an Intel 815 chipset 

for simple 2D, two High Performance versions with M6 or M7 ATI graphics and 16 Mbytes of graphics 
memory, and a High-End Performance version with M9 ATI graphics and 64 Mbytes of graphics memory 

for high-end 3D. This version includes driver support for dual display mode, with separate content per display, 
and supports portrait/landscape display modes.
The Galaxy supports popular operating systems such as Microsoft Windows, Win CE and Linux. Delivery is 

typically 6-8 weeks. Pricing for the Best Performance version is $232.07 in production quantities of 10K units.   

Apollo Display Technologies, Ronkonkoma, NY. (631) 580-4360. [www.apollodisplays.com].

High-Speed CMOS UV PROMs Sport Hermetic 
Packages 

A family of CMOS UV PROMs that feature low power consumption 
and speeds down to 15 ns are complete redesigns of widely used Cypress 

Semiconductor parts. The 
pin-for-pin replacements 
from QP Semiconductor 
are available in hermetic 
packages for military and 

aerospace applications. 
The family of 8-bit-wide 

memories covers the full 
military temperature range and offers 

proven high programming yield. The PROMs are 
available either as one-time-programmable (OTP) devices or 

in windowed packages and feature TTL-compatible I/Os. Memory cells 
utilize proven CMOS PROM floating-gate technology. The PROMs are 
available in sizes ranging from 4K to 512K.

The devices are available in either industrial-grade hermetic 
packages or fully mil-qualified QML hermetic packages. Windowed 
and windowless package types include standard 300- and 600-mil 
DIPs, flatpacks and leadless chip carriers. Pricing in quantities of 100 
pieces begin at $12.50 each depending on package type and screening 
requirements.   

QP Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA. (408) 737-0992.  

[www.qpsemi.com].

Graphics-Class System Host Board Provides 20 PCI 
Express Lanes

PCI Express may not have been the first switched fabric to be adopted 
by military system designers, but it will be the most widely used. A new 
system host board (SHB) from One Stop Systems is a graphics-class, 
PICMG 1.3-compatible board that offers 20 lanes of PCI Express (PCIe). 

The MaxExpress Pentium D system host board supports x16, x4 
and x1 PCIe links, as well as a 32-bit/33 MHz PCI interface. It easily 
accommodates a wide range of system option cards, from the latest x16 
PCIe video cards to legacy 32-bit/33 MHz PCI cards. Socket-LGA775 

processor options support 32-
bit and 64-bit applications 
and have larger L2 cache 
memories. The Intel 945G 

MCH and ICH7R ICH 
chipset delivers advanced 
dual-core SHB capabilities 
to easily handle the most 
demanding applications.

The board’s dual-core design supports dual 10/100/1000Base-T 
Ethernet interfaces, while primary and secondary SATA/300 ports 
support up to four independent SATA storage devices. The SATA 
controller can be configured as a RAID controller supporting RAID 0, 1, 5 
and 10 implementations. The SHB lists for $2,861 without DRAM.

One Stop Systems, Escondido, CA. (760) 745-9883.   

[www.onestopsystems.com].
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SBCs Offer Alternative to Legacy Motorola Boards
Long-term availability and life cycle management support are two 

major needs of military system designers. Three new single- or dual-
processor SBCs from Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing 
provide slot-replacement alternatives to the legacy Motorola single-
processor MVME5100, MVME5500 and MVME6100.

The Falcon/51x, Raptor/55x and Manta/61x VMEbus SBCs offer 
functional compatibility and competitive performance, as well as life 

cycle management services. The Falcon/51x has 
a 500 MHz MPC-7410 processor with 2 

Mbytes of L2 cache per CPU, 
up to 1 Gbyte of 133 

MHz DRAM and 
128 Mbytes of NOR 
flash with Altboot. 

The Raptor/55x has 
the same amount and 

types of memory, a 1+ GHz 
MPC-7457 and a 512 Mbyte 

NAND Flash File System. The 
Manta/61x has the same processor, L3 cache and NOR flash as the Raptor, 
but with up to 2 Gbytes of 133 MHz DRAM and a 1 Gbyte NAND Flash 
File System. Various combinations of I/O, including PMC sites, Ethernet, 
FireWire, COM and SATA are provided for each version. 

The SBCs are designed for commercial and semi-rugged military 
application environments. For more demanding applications, each is 
available in extended ruggedization levels, including conduction-cooled 
versions. Support for OS environments such as Linux and VxWorks is 
provided. In quantity volumes, pricing starts at under $3,000.

Curtiss-Wright Controls Embedded Computing, Dayton, OH.  

(937) 252-5601. [www.cwcembedded.com].

FPGA FFT Core Is 10x Faster
A new FPGA FFT core for signal processing applications performs 4K 

point FFTs at least 10 times faster and more efficiently than any previous 
implementation. It is targeted at demanding military and industrial signal 
processing applications and can significantly reduce system size, weight 
and power.

The Extreme FFT Core from TEK Microsystems performs up 
to one million 4K point FFTs/s, and is pre-integrated with TEK 
Microsystems’ Neptune and Triton VXS-based products. It features 
run-time programmable FFT sizes of 1, 2 and 4K along with a run-time 
programmable window. This design uses only about 10K slices, which 
takes up about one-third of a Xilinx Virtex II Pro 70, and incorporates 
optimized arithmetic for maximum signal/noise ratio.

Pricing of the Extreme FFT Core is $10,000.

TEK Microsystems, Chelmsford, MA.  (978) 244-9200.  

[www.tekmicro.com].
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6V to 40V DC input range
Extended temperature: -40OC to +85OC
RS232 serial port / Optocoupled inputs

1.800.665.5600
www.tri-m.com info@tri-m.com

tel: 604.945.9565 fax: 604.945.9566

168 Watt High Efficiency Power Supply

HPS3512

http://www.redrocktech.com
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800-367-8200
www.abbottpower.com

Rock Solid Reliability

Need A Harmonic Corrected DC Source
from 3 phase ?

Abbott offers several models of Tranformer Rectifier Units
(TRUs) which provide compliance to the various MIL-SPECs
for EMI and harmonic suppression, including:

-MIL-STD 1399 -MIL-STD 704
-MIL-STD 461 -DO160

An AS9100/ISO9001 Company

These power factor corrected units feature low parts counts for
remarkably high MTBFs.  Of course, they also meet the
environmental MIL-SPECS which Abbott has focused on since
1961.  Whether your application is in the air, land, or sea, we
can provide you a solution for your front-end requirements.

    400 HZ
   Models

    60 HZ
   Models

COTS

Modified

Custom

Wild Frequency

Mini Module Packs In 1 Gbyte of DDR-2 SDRAM 
By packing multiple DRAM die onto a mini module, military system designers can squeeze extremely high system 

densities into a compact reliable package. White Electronic Designs has done exactly that in its 1 Gbyte DDR-
2 SDRAM Fine Ball Grid Array (FBGA) very low profile (VLP) dual in-line Mini-DIMM.

Organized as 64M x 72, the SDRAM is packaged in a Fine Ball Grid Array (FBGA), 
mounted on a 244-pin DIMM FR4 substrate. This package is designed for a variety 
of high-bandwidth, high-performance memory system applications. It utilizes 
synchronous design, allowing precise cycle control with the use of a system 
clock. The module offers gold edge contacts, is dual rank and includes 
multiple internal device banks for concurrent operation.

The module features fast data transfer rates of PC2-6400, PC2-
5300, PC2-4200 and PC2-3200, on-die termination and PLL. 
Features include programmable CAS# latency and posted 
CAS# additive latency, serial presence detect with EEPROM 
and differential data strobe for transmitting and receiving data. 
The module, part number W3HG264M72EER-AD7, is priced at 
$145 each in volumes of 1,000.

White Electronic Designs, Phoenix, AZ. (602) 437-1520.  

[www.wedc.com]. 

High-Speed A/D Data Acquisition Board Targets 
High-Frequency Apps

In high-frequency sonar, test and measurement and radar 
applications, the primary challenge of a high channel count, high-
speed A/D converter card is moving data to the host processor 
or recorder. A data acquisition board from ICS, part of Radstone 
Embedded Computing, tackles this problem by providing two high-
bandwidth data paths for communication with host systems.

The ICS-645B’s 64-bit/66 MHz PCI interface provides sustained 
aggregate data rates in excess of 300 Mbytes/s, while the FPDP II port 

provides 
a 400 Mbyte/s 

dedicated connection 
from multiple cards, 

bypassing possible PCI bus 
bottlenecks. With 16 Mbytes of 

onboard storage, the full-length ICS-
645B can tolerate the unpredictable interrupt 

latencies encountered in non-real-time operating 
systems. It provides 32 single-ended 16-bit A/D 

converter input channels, simultaneously sampled even 
in multi-card systems by high-speed oversampling Analog Devices 
AD9260 A/D converters at up to 20 megasamples/s.

Options include 8x, 4x, 2x and 1x oversampling modes. Windows and 
Linux device drivers and MatLab libraries are available. Pricing starts at 
$8,580.

Radstone Embedded Computing, Billerica, MA. (800) 368-2738. 

[www.radstone.com].

http://www.abbottpower.com
http://www.cotsjournalonline.com/getconnected
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35 Watt capability
6V to 40V DC input range

Supports up to 8 digital temperature sensors
RS232 serial port / Opto-coupled inputs

750mA-Hr Battery Backup

1.800.665.5600
www.tri-m.com info@tri-m.com

tel: 604.945.9565 fax: 604.945.9566

5V Vehicle Power Supply & Battery Pack

V5SC

T1/E1/J1 PMC Is 
Conduction-Cooled

In the harshest environments, 
heat, cold, shock and vibration 
can destroy mission-critical 
military telecommunications 
hardware. A new conduction-

cooled T1/E1/J1 PMC from 
Extreme Engineering provides 

telecommunications support for multiple protocols 
and interfaces in applications such as PBX-to-VoIP gateways, ISDN PRI, 
PCM voice, LAN/WAN data transport, frame relay, Signaling System 7 
(SS7) and wireless basestations.

The conduction-cooled PowerQUICC II-based XPort2001 is the 
industry’s first to support the Asterisk PBX. It supports fully channelized 
HDLC and transparent protocols over four software-configurable 
T1/E1/J1 interfaces, and includes CSU/DSU support. The card’s Freescale 
MPC8270 Power QUICC II processor runs at up to 450 MHz. Up to 256 
Mbytes of ECC DDR SDRAM and up to 64 Mbytes of soldered flash are 
provided, along with four T1/E1/J1 software-configured interfaces on the 
P14 rear I/O. 

Operating temperature range is -40° to +85°C, and power consumption 
is under 4W. Options include 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet on the P14 rear 
I/O, an RS-232 SMC port and SS7 support. Integrated PCI Asterisk 
software drivers are available for Linux. Linux and VxWorks BSPs are 
also available. OEM pricing is under $2,000, depending on memory 
configuration, processor clock speed and annual volumes.

Extreme Engineering Solutions, Madison, WI. (608) 833-1155.  

[www.xes-inc.com].

SBC Blade Server Targets Aviation and Defense 
Apps

Blade servers used in mission-critical communication systems call for 
high compute bandwidth and I/O throughput, as well as rugged design. A 
new 6U CompactPCI SBC from Men Micro has all three.

The 64-bit/66 MHz D6 system controller board features a Pentium 
M or Celeron M processor. An onboard FPGA implements the board’s 

graphics controller and lets the board support a 
wide range of application-specific I/O. Up to 2 

Gbytes of ECC DDR2 DRAM is included, 
along with non-volatile FRAM and 

SRAM application memory. 
Sixteen of the D6’s 24 PCI 
Express lanes are devoted 

to the board’s two Gigabit 
Ethernet interfaces. The other 

eight are used for one or two 
XMC modules. The 7520 Intel server 

chipset has two SATA interfaces for 
high-speed connections to mass storage 

devices, and an onboard PATA interface is 
available for a hard disk or CompactFlash storage. An Intelligent Platform 
Management Interface (IPMI) is included for monitoring and controlling 
critical onboard parameters.

Pricing for the version with a 2 GHz Pentium M and two XMC sites 
starts at $2,994 for single units.

Men Micro, Lago Vista, TX. (512) 267-8883. [www.menmicro.com].

COTS Products

http://www.bitmicro.com
http://www.tri-m.com
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Software Modernization Is Key to 
Controlling Costs, Complexity

As electronics and computing hardware grow more complex, the costs and complexities 
of military software development get harder to control. A move to modern languages like 
Java help smooth the way.

Dave Wood, Director of Marketing
Aonix

The ongoing rapid evolution of hardware capabilities and 
capacities presents a double-edged sword for mission-criti-
cal applications. Hardware advancements boost function-

ality and performance, but also multiply complexities. And that 
means expanded software requirements, which in turn can add 
fragility and expense to the system development. 

Doubling memory capacity or processor throughput may 
add only a few dollars to the cost of the hardware, but changing 
the software to take advantage of such increased capacity can 
add many millions of dollars of cost. If the technology used to 
build the software does not scale well, the applications will be 
error-prone and difficult to maintain.

These trends hold true not only in military applications, but 
across the spectrum of commercial applications as well. Accord-
ing to Anthony Scott, CTO of General Motors, more than one-
third of the cost of GM’s automobiles now involves software and 
electronic components, and the amount of software loaded into 
a typical automobile is skyrocketing. The amount of software 
in the average automobile has grown from 1,000,000 to over 
32,000,000 lines of code in the past 15 years 

In the face of this kind of growth in complexity, the con-
tinued use of aging methods and tools is a recipe for obsoles-
cence and mission failure. For military systems, this problem is 
compounded by the fact that defense systems require the highest 
levels of reliability and longevity.

Modernization is essential not only to achieving the mis-
sion, but to doing so with an affordable cost and schedule. The 
challenge for the military is to determine what level of modern-
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Figure 1

For the DD(X) destroyer program—now called DDG-1000—
software developers have pushed the envelope of Java real-time 
garbage collection technology. Release 4 of the DD(X) software 
environment will switch completely to a real-time Java VM.

http://www.cotsjournalonline.com/getconnected
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ization is necessary and the most efficient way to move software 
forward while leveraging legacy applications. Choice of language 
platform plays a central role in the success of any software mod-
ernization effort.

That language shift is already well underway in numer-
ous very large and complex military applications that are 
now under active development using Java. Some that can be 
publicly identified include Future Combat Systems (FCS) and 

DDG-1000 (Figure 1) (formerly DD(X)). Java is relatively new 
for real-time and embedded systems, but its current expan-
sion into mission-critical development is the result of several 
years of ongoing efforts to develop Java technologies to meet 
the specialized needs of mission-critical systems. In fact, the 
DDG-1000 software developers have pushed the envelope of 
Java real-time garbage collection technology. Release 4 of the 
DD(X) software environment will reportedly switch com-
pletely to a real-time Java VM.

Paths to Modernization
Software modernization holds that software systems can 

benefit from the migration of legacy approaches to more mod-
ern and current approaches. If conducted successfully, modern-
ization ensures that software engineering can keep pace with the 
ongoing evolution of hardware capabilities.

Modernization means different things in different situa-
tions. In some circumstances, it is desirable to retain a successful 

and well-designed legacy application, while 
enhancing its functionality by incorporating 
modern components. In other cases, it’s best 
to transform an existing system written in an 
older language, running on older hardware, 
to a more COTS-friendly language and plat-
form. Transformation techniques have been 
studied and described by Boeing, Semantic 
Designs, ArtiSoft and others. Such techniques 
promise preservation of quality design com-
ponents and savings on re-engineering costs, 
although they do not specify by which crite-
ria we should select methods, tools, platforms 
and languages.

In order to avoid repeating past mistakes, 
it is desirable to modernize not just a specific 
application, but the entire thinking behind 
the software development. By doing this, 
the development of new applications or new 
components of legacy applications is most 
productive, reducing error incidence and 
heightening scalability and reuse. Whether 
modernizing individual components, a com-
plete application, or the software develop-
ment process, language selection plays a cen-
tral role in modernization success.

Productivity and Reliability
Today, most embedded and real-time 

systems still are built using C and C++ lan-
guages. Mission-critical applications include 
significant legacy code built with languages 
such as Jovial and Ada. Ironically, the COTS 
movement with its focus on implementing 
off-the-shelf technology, has helped drive 
mission-critical development increasingly 
from Ada to C++. Given the lower error rates 

and superior software engineering aspects offered by Ada, the 
trend of the past decade to use C++ for new design wins can be 
viewed as a move in the wrong direction. On the other hand, 
Ada is seen by many as lacking the COTS desirable traits of 
broad commercial acceptance and widespread use in academia 
and emerging engineering talent pools.

A case can be made to move from Ada based on achieving 
COTS ideals, but the abandonment of the engineering principles 
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Figure 2

Over the past decade, Java has taken over as the language and platform of choice 
on the desktop, Web and mobile applications, widely displacing C and C++ in those 
application areas. The dominance of Java has resulted in substantial improvements 
in quality and productivity due to the wide availability of Java-trained engineers and 
thousands of standardized and reusable off-the-shelf components.
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embodied in Ada should not be done lightly. Despite positive 
features such as widespread commercial acceptance, the selec-
tion of C++ as the language of choice is problematic from the 
perspective of modernization. The critical principles of mod-
ernization demanded by the rapidly increasing complexity of 
mission-critical software are productivity and reliability. C++ 
has not shown itself to scale well with regard to the productive 
development of reliable software.

In looking for a suitable alternative, Java emerges as the 
natural choice since it provides the commercial success and vast 
technology ecosystem that has eluded Ada, while also achieving 
superior scalability, portability, memory security and simplic-
ity issues compared to C++, while following a familiar C-based 
syntax.

The problems inherent in C and C++ are well documented. 
Twenty years ago, when most real-time systems were developed 
in assembly language on bare hardware, C offered an advance-
ment, representing a first-level abstraction away from the hard-
ware level. Over time, C has evolved into C++, adding object 
orientation and many other useful features, although many 

people who use C++ compilers continue to confine themselves 
to the C subset of the language.

Unfortunately, the benefits offered by the substantially more 
complex C++ language do not include corrections for serious 
error-prone attributes of C, such as type insecurity and easily 
abused memory management. These attributes of C/C++ can 
be overcome by top quality technique, which should always be a 
goal. However, reliance on top quality technique is an approach 
that simply does not scale up well without prohibitive cost. It is 
a better use of costly engineering talent to automate reliability 
factors as much as possible so that engineers can focus on func-
tionality and design efficiency.

With rapidly growing software complexity, the importance 
of productivity cannot be overstated. To continue development 
focused on the C++ language will result in an exponential rise 
in software costs for the military.

Why Pick Java?
As an alternative, Java programming is as much as two 

times more productive than C++, six times less burdensome 

What Makes Java Suited for Real-Time Apps?
The NIST Requirements Group considers these Java traits to provide a basis for the real-time requirements and motivation for Java’s use by the 

real-time community: 
•  Java’s higher level of abstraction increases programmer productivity. 
• Java is easier to master than C++.
•  Java is secure, keeping software components (including the JVM itself) protected from one another. 
• Java dynamically loads new classes. 
•  Java is highly dynamic, supporting object and thread creation at runtime. 
• Java supports component integration and reuse.
•  The Java development process is conservative using concepts and techniques that have been scrutinized by the community. 
• Java language and platforms offer application portability. 
• Java technologies support distributed applications. 
• Java provides well-defined execution semantics.

Ada is seen by many as lacking the COTS desirable traits of broad commercial 

acceptance and widespread use in academia and emerging engineering talent pools. 

A case can be made to move from Ada based on achieving COTS ideals, but the 

abandonment of the engineering principles embodied in Ada should not be done lightly.
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in terms of error creation, detection and correction, and much 
more portable across hardware architectures. Based on industry-
wide productivity averages (Table 1), even modest productivity 
enhancements can shave hundreds of thousands of dollars off 
development costs and improve time-to-deployment by many 
months. To those who have not considered the human cost of 
software development, the impact of productivity improvements 
on real-world cost savings can be surprising. Based on observed 
Java productivity figures, lifetime savings for a moderate-sized 
mission-critical application can amount to several million dol-
lars, while providing much higher reliability, superior scalability 
attributes and faster deployment.

Over the past decade, Java has been the language and plat-
form of choice on the desktop, Web and mobile applications, 
widely displacing C and C++ in those application areas. In Fig-
ure 2, we see how the emergence of Java has resulted in substan-
tial improvements in quality and productivity due to the wide 
availability of Java-trained engineers and thousands of stan-
dardized and reusable off-the-shelf components.

Beginning in 1997, the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology coordinated the activities of an expert group in de-
fining the requirements for the use of Java in real-time and em-
bedded development. The NIST group, comprising over 50 major 
technology companies including Sun, IBM, Microsoft, Aonix, 
Wind River, Motorola and QNX, drew the conclusion that Java 
has the traits required to improve productivity and quality for 
real-time systems. For a list of those traits, see the sidebar “What 
Makes Java Suited for Real-Time Apps?” in this article.

Following the conclusion of the NIST efforts, several years 
of specification, research and development efforts were under-
taken by commercial companies to develop the first solutions for 
real-time Java developers. The primary concerns in creating an 
implementation were the needs of the real-time and embedded 
community, including:

• Small memory footprint
• Fast response times
• High execution throughput

• Access to low-level devices
• Management of increasingly complex applications
• Reduction of error incidence
• Facilitation of error detection and removal

These efforts have resulted in the emergence of a variety of 
technologies. For example, the introduction of predictable, real-
time garbage collection within Java Standard Edition semantics 
has been very capable and successful in applying the modern ad-
vantages of Java to complex mission-critical applications. 

Ongoing efforts through the Open Group are driving emerg-
ing standards for deeply embedded, resource-constrained and 
safety-critical application development through the Java Com-
munity Process based on specialized profiles of the real-time 
specification for Java (RTSJ). The first such technologies are now 
coming to market, providing a bridge to modernization for mis-
sion-critical applications requiring footprint and performance 
comparable to C and C++ applications, while retaining the scal-
ability and reliability of Java. New systems can be developed in 
Java with integration to legacy components for expedience. Over 
time, legacy components, even those “close to the silicon” can 
be ported directly to Java code, without loss of capability or per-
formance.

By taking advantage of such technologies, mission-critical 
program offices now have the ability to fight encroaching obso-
lescence and to modernize both legacy and new applications by 
tapping into the vast resources of Java libraries and components, 
while taking advantage of the growing stream of Java-aware de-
velopers emerging from universities.  

Aonix
San Diego, CA.
(858) 457-2700.
[www.aonix.com].

Application Domain Number Projects Size Range 

(KESLOC)

Avg. Productivity 

(ESLOC/SM)

Range (ESLOC/SM) Example 

Application
Command & Control 45 35 to 4,500 225 95 to 350 Command centers

Military - Airborne 40 20 to 1,350 105 65 to 250 Embedded sensors

Military - Ground 52 25 to 2,125 195 80 to 300 Combat center

Military - Missile 15 22 to 125 85 52 to 175 GNC system

Military - Space 18 15 to 465 90 45 to 175 Attitude control system

Trainers/Simulations 25 200 to 900 225 143 to 780 Virtual reality simulator

  ESLOC = equivalent source lines of code; SM = staff-month

Table 1

Historically, mission-critical applications are produced at a rate of only 45-780 source lines of code per staff-month. Source: DoD Software Tech 
News.
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Coming Next Month
Take that last trip to the beach, grill that last burger. Just a handful of summer weekends left. We’re already back on the job 
getting our August issue ready. Take a look at what we’re wrapping up for our August issue:

•   Military-Specific I/O. Tried and true I/O schemes, such as MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC 429, remain popular for pure com-
mand control applications. But they’re bandwidth-limited by today’s standards. A slew of multipurpose communications 
protocols provide options to suit emerging needs. Articles in this section compare today’s crop of I/O schemes relevant to military users.

•  Cooling Technologies. The trend toward processors and other key components ramping up in wattage is unavoidable. And more power means more chal-
lenges dissipating heat. Exotic techniques such as spray-cooling and liquid-cooling are all on the table as possible ways to attack the cooling challenge. 
Articles in this section touch on all those present-day and future cooling solutions.

•  Bus Analyzers. Bus- and protocol-specific analyzers are critical tools for any modular embedded computer designers. Now they are more important than 
ever as military system designers make the shift from parallel bus-based systems to architectures based on switched fabrics like PCI Express and others. 
VME and cPCI standards groups have already incorporated PCIe and other fabrics into their next-gen specs. This Tech Focus section updates readers on 
analyzer trends and explores the problems they’re solving for defense applications.

•  3U CompactPCI. The CompactPCI embedded form-factor—now well into its second decade of existence—has achieved the maturity and broad product 
range that military system designers so crave. The 3U flavor of cPCI is particularly attractive to space/weight-constrained applications like avionics. This 
Tech Focus section updates readers on 3U cPCI trends, and provides a product album of representative conduction-cooled 3U cPCI boards.
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Jeff Child, Editor-in-Chief

Editorial
     COTS

UAVs Getting Out of Joint

There’s no doubt that Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 
boast the most dramatic success story in military electron-
ics technology over the past decade. UAVs—of many va-

rieties—have performed extremely well during recent conflicts 
in the Middle East. Aside from their most important benefit—
performing missions that would otherwise put servicemen in 
harm’s way—they’ve played a vital role in identifying time-criti-
cal targets that can then be struck by manned and unmanned 
aerial platforms. Moreover, UAVs have been an extremely cost-
effective investment. Consider that UAVs comprise only around 
10 percent of the total DoD annual budget, and they fly over 80 
percent of the U.S. Military’s aviation hours per year.

All that said, UAV development efforts are in danger of 
falling short of their full potential benefits—in operational ca-
pabilities and cost-savings—because of a lack of standards and 

insufficient focus on interoperability. It’s not like the DoD isn’t 
aware of this unfortunate trend. In its 2005 to 2030 Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems Roadmap, the Secretary of Defense’s UAS Plan-
ning Task Force cited that many UAVs have been developed with 
limited attention to Joint interoperability requirements.

Meanwhile, at the end of last year, the Government Ac-
counting Office (GAO) released a report that criticized the Joint 
Services interoperability of UAVs. The report acknowledged that 
the DoD’s guidance called for interoperability, however, in prac-
tice, detailed standards for such interoperability have not been 
developed. Instead, the Service Branches have developed differ-
ing systems that rely on technical patches to permit interconnec-
tion at much slower data rates. Another issue is the interchange-
ability of sensors and platforms. 

Programs have suffered from a lack of standardized sensor prod-
ucts, lack of standardized meta-data for both sensors and platform 
information, and lack of a common tasking system that crosses the 
traditional command boundaries. Again, lack of a payload common-
ality standard causes availability issues and delay if compatible un-
manned aircraft and payloads are not available. Given that U.S. forces 
develop, procure and operate UAVs as service-specific programs, it’s 
not unexpected that they aren’t that attentive to Joint needs.

An example of where a closer link between branches seems 
called for is the Fire Scout, a Vertical Takeoff and Landing Tacti-
cal Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (VTUAV) being developed for the 
Army and the Navy. Although Fire Scout isn’t technically a Joint 
Army/Navy program, the two branches are cooperating closely 
on it. The Army selected Fire Scout as its Class IV UAV for its 

Future Combat Systems program.
For the Army Fire Scout, Northrop Grumman provides 

just the air vehicle for Boeing and SAIC—the Lead System In-
tegrators for FCS—while Boeing does the avionics, including a 
different control system than the Navy version and a different 
datalink. While the Navy Fire Scouts are scheduled to go into 
services in FY 2008, the Army Fire Scouts, for now, will have to 
go into storage until the Future Combat Systems program can 
make use of them. Hindsight is 20-20 of course, but it’s easy to 
imagine a lot more commonality of electronic subsystems be-
tween the Army and Navy Fire Scouts.

Another standards-related problem in UAVs is the lack of 
electromagnetic spectrum. UAVs demand a lot of bandwidth 
resources for control uplink and imagery downlink. Lack of 
standards makes it necessary for redundant subsystems to make 

use of bandwidth resources. While the latest UAV systems are 
adapting common datalink systems, many deployed systems 
will be difficult to change to avoid bandwidth congestion.

Interoperability problems will magnify as the number UAVs 
and UAV types ramp up. Forecasts of the overall worldwide mar-
ket (not just for defense) show a lucrative future for makers of 
UAVs. Market research firm Visiongain released a report in May 
that predicted UAVs would top $15 billion in the next decade up 
from only around $2.4 billion in 2000. U.S. firms hold more that 
half the market now, but could gain as much as 10 percent more 
of it over the next decade. 

As all branches of the U.S. Military ramp up their number 
of UAVs, the interoperability problem will expand and become 
harder to reverse. Programs that can boast cost-effectiveness and 
stellar operational success—as most UAV programs can—tend 
to sail along without waiting for standards. Certainly a number 
of broad standards will gain traction in future UAV programs—
for instance, a migration to JTRS/SCA-compliant capability 
when that becomes available—but I don’t hold out a lot of hope 
for much top-down standardization among modular subsys-
tems useable across a variety of UAVs and classes of UAVs.

What may be required is a bottom-up push from the em-
bedded computing industry. This industry should create plat-
form standards aimed at various UAV payload, communications 
and control functions. Those could enable an enormous cost-
savings in overall UAV development along with an increased 
opportunity for our industry to sell board-level embedded solu-
tions into the fast growing UAV market.  
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